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PLANT SOME LOVE
BEAUTIFUL CHAOS
LAUGH TRACKS
THE YEAR AHEAD

THE RIDE TO
YOUR DREAMS
IS EASIER WITH THE
RIGHT PARTNER
You have big dreams. Of owning your own home, growing a business
or taking your farming operation to the next level. Making these dreams
a reality is much easier with a partner who’s along for the ride. A banking
partner with the resources to make big things happen. Stop by your local
Bank Iowa and let’s talk about your dreams. Then...

Altoona: 515-967-7283
Johnston: 515-727-4484
West Des Moines: 515-225-0710
www.bankiowa.bank/letsmakeithappen

Tassel Ridge® Iowa In the Dark…

Per�ect with

Hearty Winter Meals
Tassel Ridge wines are sold at over 400 retailers in Iowa. For a list,
visit www.tasselridge.com/retail. Or, Tassel Ridge can ship wine directly
to you in Iowa, Arizona, California, Colorado, DC, Florida, Minnesota,
Missouri, and Texas. Call the Winery at 641.672.WINE (9463) to
place your order. Adult signature required for receipt of wine. Visit
www.tasselridge.com or our Facebook page for updates on the
return of Tours, Tasting, and Events at Tassel Ridge Winery.

Iowa In the Dark—is a dry red with light, fresh flavors. First
impressions are tangy acid followed by black cherry fading to
plum, a dry mid-palate, and a long, pleasing finish. Made from
Marquette, St. Croix, Petite Pearl, and Steuben grapes grown
in Iowa, it’s a versatile wine that pairs well with grilled
meat and spicy foods.

Tassel Ridge® Iowa In the Dark…Simply
Dark…Simply Extraordinary®
Leighton, IA • www.tasselridge.com

Give yourself
the space to
make it special.
The Ron Pearson Center is perfect
for occasions both personal and
professional. With full AV services,
gourmet food catering and free parking
for guests and attendees, you’ll find
convenience that accommodates you.
Contact us today to book
or request a tour.

5820 Westown Parkway,
West Des Moines, IA 50026
P | 515.267.2892
E | info@ronpearsoncenter.com

A team of
experts just for you
Our cardiovascular experts provide comprehensive, personalized heart and vascular care to get you back
to doing what you love. With the latest treatments and a reputation for leading the way with innovative and
minimally invasive procedures, our nationally recognized team delivers the region’s most advanced approach to
cardiovascular care and is always there when you need them.
When you choose MercyOne Iowa Heart Center for your care, you gain an entire team of the top cardiovascular
specialists, surgeons and researchers on your side, every step of the way.

Visit MercyOne.org/desmoines
to meet our providers

experience.
safety.
compassion.
innovation.

dedication.
515.875.9000 // iowaclinic.com

SPONSORED CONTENT

MERKLE RETIREMENT PLANNING

Do You Need $1
Million to Retire?
By: Loren Merkle, CFP®
There was a time when having $1 million in retirement
savings was the gold standard. If you achieved that
magic mark, you were thought to be set for retirement.
Today’s retirees are asking, is $1 million enough? I’ve
even seen articles explaining how ‘$3 Million is the
New $1 Million’ when it comes to retirement savings.
The reality is that a magic number alone won’t bring
you security in retirement. It’s just not that simple.

The taxes this retiree will have to pay could make that
income run out faster than anticipated in retirement. $3
million doesn’t seem so magical when a big portion of
it goes to the federal government because in the end it's
about what you get to keep and spend in retirement.

Everyone should not be shooting for the same magic
number because everyone is not going to be living
the same lifestyle in retirement. In fact, when we sit
No matter the amount, your retirement plan has to
down with families, the first conversation we have has
maximize the money you’ve worked so hard to save.
nothing to do with numbers. We want to hear about
Take a 60-year-old with a $300,000 portfolio. That may their retirement goals including where they want to go
not sound like enough for retirement, but you have to and what they want to do. It’s about their vision, not
consider the other sources of income available to you. their accounts. That vision drives all the other decisions
For example, if you also have an employer pension,
we make together about maximizing their resources.
that $300,000 could last a lot longer than you might
think, especially when you add in Social Security. A
If you're worried about not quite reaching whatever
married couple can have up to 81 options when making your magic retirement number is, I hope you can
this important election. If you can maximize the
gain confidence through the creation of a customized
benefit, for some, that alone can add close to $1 million retirement plan instead. A successful retirement is more
to your portfolio over the course of your lifetime.
than a magic number. It’s several components working
That’s another boost to any retirement income.
together in a strategic way to accomplish your lifelong
goals and dreams.
Now let’s think about a 60-year-old with a $3 million
portfolio. If the bulk of that money is in a tax deferred
account, like a 401(k), this person will be subject to
Sign-up for one of our upcoming retirement online
a common wealth eroding factor for retirees, taxes.
workshops at MerklePlan.com.
Investment Advisory Services offered through Elite Retirement Planning, LLC.
Insurance Services offered through MRP Insurance, LLC.
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CARING

L I G H T S T H E PAT H

FORWARD

75 YEARS
SOMETHING AMAZING HAPPENS
WHEN YOU PUT THE PEOPLE
AROUND YOU FIRST.

volunteer hours to. Guided by our employees’
passion and dedication to community, we

Not only do you make their lives better,

we work together to lift up those in need, we
also lift up ourselves and our organization.

you make your life better, too. More
compassionate. More meaningful. More
connected. It’s one of the reasons our
employees take the lead in determining
which charities we give our dollars and

ncmic.com

pledge to donate more than $400,000 total
to at least 75 charities in 2021. Because when

Caring lights the way, so we can lead the
path forward to a bright future — as we have
for 75 years.
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Ballet Des Moines: page 116.
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Cinnamon rolls made perfect: page 42.
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Ross Turner and Daitin Crandall: page 56.
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EXPERIENCE THE VIKING CULTURE: quality academic and student experiences
that lead to exceptional career and life success. Housed in a city unlike any other,
Grand View students gain an education unlike any other. START YOUR

40
5

UNDERGRADUATE

MAJORS

FULL-TIME • ADULT • ONLINE

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
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FUTURE NOW!

men’s & women’s

ATHLETIC TEAMS

98-99%
JOB PLACEMENT for two decades

www.grandview.edu
515-263-2800
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Many of Antwain Clarke’s
intricate drawings are
inspired by his homeland
of Jamaica. Listen to
dsm’s CultureCast to

DSMDIGITAL

learn more about his
creative process.

We invite you to join our
community through our range of
digital offerings. Explore online
extras, engage in social-media
conversations, listen to our
podcasts, and stay up to date
with our newsletters.

local restaurants, cultural organizations and artists. Recent
podcasts have included conversations on the creative
process with artist Antwain Clarke (pictured above) and
musician Dan Tedesco. Find the podcast on Spotify, Stitcher,
Apple Podcasts and Google Play Music.
LOG ON We’re easy to find—dsmmagazine—on the web,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
DOWNLOAD Find our free apps for your iPad and iPhone
from Apple’s App Store.
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SUBSCRIBE
dsmWeekly: Stay in the know with news on local dining, arts
and culture, and more.
dsmWealth: Learn savvy money management ideas.
dsmWeekend: Discover fun doings on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
ia: Explore the best of what Iowa has to offer, including
destinations, homes, dining and more.

■

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

TUNE IN Listen to dsm’s CultureCast podcasts featuring

The Elements is a full-service design firm and
retail store, creating spaces that are warm and
luxurious … sophisticated and comfortable …
functional and fun.

Anything
But Ordinary

Featuring custom furnishings from Lexington,
Norwalk, Fern Shary, Moroni, Hooker, Artistica
Home, Tommy Bahama, Noir, Sam Moore,
Bradington Young, Lorts and more.

VISIT WITH OUR DESIGN TEAM
ABOUT YOUR PROJECT

ANKENY, IA, 515.264.5563

■

STORM LAKE, IA, 712.732.2385

elementsbyksorbe.com
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22
EDITOR’S
NOTE
CHRISTINE
RICCELLI

WELCOME, 2021

A

t dsm, we’re always

virtually March 9, from 4 to 6 p.m. As

looking ahead, as we

the pandemic forced people to stay

plan our print issues

home, readers told us they were even

some six months (or

more interested in all things home.

more) ahead of
publication. For this

Responding to your feedback, we
increased our coverage and created the

issue, we particularly welcomed

Home Design Awards. In a blind review,

focusing on the future, given everything

an esteemed panel of independent

that 2020 brought.
So in these pages you’ll find all

judges from the art, architecture and
design fields selected the winners from

sorts of reasons to look forward to this

140 entries submitted by 43 local

year—whether you’re interested in trying

businesses.

a new recipe, listening to new music,
discovering new shops, sampling new

We invite you to have your say
as well: Until Jan. 22, you can view the

brews, pursuing a new interest (knitting,

finalists and vote for your favorites

anyone?), even exploring new ways to

at dsmhomedesignawards.com.

manage your money.
You’ll also find a calendar of

I guarantee the photos will inspire you
to start dreaming of your next project

cultural and nonprofit events for this

(and—fair warning—also make you

year (page 116). Not surprisingly, many

come down with a serious case of

organizations were unsure at press time

home envy).

if their events would be in person or
virtual, and some didn’t know date or

We’ll announce your selections
along with the judges’ choices—

time details. Still, the listing provides

plus unveil the March issue of dsm and

plenty of reasons to mark up your

a special issue devoted to the awards—

2021 calendar with an inviting range

at the event.

of concerts, plays, exhibits and

While the Home Design Awards

fundraisers—as well as annual dsm

will be virtual, I am holding fast to my

events, such as Restaurant Week and

optimism for 2021 and say that I’ll see

Sages Over 70.
One new event I’m excited to tell

you in person sooner rather than later
as we continue to emerge from 2020

you about is our inaugural Home

even more grateful for one another and

Design Awards, which we’ll host

for our community.
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ONE WORD
AFTER
ANOTHER
JAMES A.
AUTRY

SELLING A
BOOK IN THE
TIME OF COVID
As you know or may surmise from the
fact that I write a column for dsm, I am
an author. Yes, some years ago I
achieved a lifelong goal of becoming an
author. But contrary to my assumptions,

pandemic to promote and sell books?
Well, this isn’t my first book-sales
crisis. My first management book,
“Love and Profit,” came out on the day

States—not in the world but just in the

the host, having seen on my bio that I

4,000 in its lifetime.
So being an author is not a getrich-quick occupation. In fact, you
could say that it is more like a go-brokeslowly occupation.

Many bookstores have abandoned
regular store hours or gone to curbside
pickup. Of course, that could work if the

U.S. Talk about competition!

first year and, with luck, about 3,000–

book readings is to sign and sell books.
on a book.

promotion, I was on a daytime talk
show in Detroit. The first question from

book sells about 250–300 copies in its

face it, the objective of these kinds of
Tell me how you put a virtual signature

it is not a rarified profession. There are

to think of bestsellers, but the average

You could read from the book, but let’s

the Gulf War began. As part of the

45,860 writers and authors in the United

When we think of books, we tend

There are remote possibilities like Zoom.

TELL ME
HOW YOU PUT
A VIRTUAL
SIGNATURE
ON A BOOK.

author is willing to stand outside the
store, pen in hand, and sign books
when the buyer drives up.
I suppose most authors would turn
up their noses at such an
unsophisticated activity, but come to
think about it, not me. So if you drive by
a bookstore and see a guy standing
with a sign that reads, “Buy A Book;
Signature Free,” it will be yours truly,

But in no profession does hope

pen in hand.

spring more eternal than in book-writing.

n

We authors like to say we write because

had flown jet fighters, was, “So, Jim,

we “just have to write” or we are “called

what are those pilots thinking right

James A. Autry of Des Moines is a well-

to write” or we write just “to tell our

now?’ ”

known author, poet, musician and

story.” But the truth is we write because

Dumb question. What I wanted to

business consultant who has written

say was, “Well, they’re probably

15 books on such topics as gratitude,

authors whose book will break out of

thinking, ‘Wish I was back in the States

servant leadership and his Southern

the pack and sell more copies than

reading Jim Autry’s new book.’ ” But

boyhood. His newest book, “The White

that’s not what I said.

Man Who Stayed,” was published last

we secretly hope to be among those

“Gone With the Wind.” There, I’ve said it.
With the odds as they are, what
can an author do in the midst of a
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A pandemic is different, with all
the social distancing. So what to do?

September by Ice Cube Press.

TO PREPARE FOR ANYTHING.
EVEN IF I CAN’T POSSIBLY
IMAGINE WHAT’S AHEAD.
EVERYONE HAS A PURPOSE. BUT DO YOU HAVE A PLAN?
It’s impossible to know what twists and turns lie ahead. But that doesn’t mean you can’t prepare for them. At Foster
Group, we believe in providing you comprehensive investment and financial planning advice that helps you feel Truly
Cared For®. If your life has recently changed or is about to, we can help. You’ve got a purpose. Let’s find a path to help
make it happen.
Complimentary Portfolio and Plan Review
Call 866-561-8865 fostergrp.com/dsm

PLAN

I

INVEST

I

PROTECT

I

GIVE

®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION at www.fostergrp.com/disclosures. A copy of our written disclosure brochure as set forth on Part
2A of Form ADV is available at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov
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NO FILTER
KARLA
WALSH

FAITH IN TRUST
“I quit spending my life trying to control
myself and began to trust myself. We
only control what we don’t trust. We
can either control ourselves or love
ourselves, but we can’t do both. Love is
the opposite of control. Love demands
trust.”—Glennon Doyle, “Untamed”
During the spring of 2020—peak

This manifested in a variety of ways,
including:
• Meticulously counting calories to
control my body.
• Investing in too many clothes to
ensure I had the “perfect” look to
wear to every occasion.
• Spending way too much time doing

start—I began to fully realize that when
you trust yourself and your ability to go
with the flow, you discover that you’re
most likely capable of handling
anything life throws your way. Or as Tim
Gunn so wisely advises on “Project
Runway,” you “make it work.”
There’s simply no way to control or
fix everything, and that’s OK. So as we

pandemic uncertainty phase when

my hair and makeup every time I left

enter into another resolution season, if

many of us were wondering “How long

the house, just in case I’d run into

you feel like you need to loosen up that

is this going to last?” and “Do we really

someone I knew.

need masks?”—I joined my first virtual

• Practicing conversations in my head

life vice grip, I challenge you to flip this
common script. Rather than trying to
control ourselves, control others’

book club. Since I live alone and work

so I wouldn’t say anything that might

from home, I was craving human

spark criticism—or just keeping mum

reactions, control the scale, or control

if I feared it may do so.

our reputation, we can direct our energy

interaction and an intellectual challenge
beyond work. Little did I know the book
that the host selected would bring the
lightning bolt that would wrap up one of
the biggest lessons of my life (so far) in
a pretty bow.

• Attempting to “fix” any relationship
that wasn’t working, in fear of
rejection.
But as I was trying to hold on so tight to

toward loving ourselves. We can trust
our abilities to make the right choice,
then the next right choice. And by doing
so, we can build quite a happy life. So
come viruses, derechos, wildfires,

these controlling coping mechanisms,

hurricanes—whatever 2021 might

quote, which seemed to summarize my

I was also exhausting one extremely

bring—trust is one resolution that won’t

mindset as I progressed further into my

precious resource: my energy.

fail you.

The bolt came by way of that Doyle

early 30s. I’m a recovering control

n

It was a slow and winding process,

addict, and for my first 29 years or so, I

just as many life lessons are. But little

Karla Walsh is a freelance writer,

found as many ways as I could to keep

interactions when I wasn’t in this

restaurant brand manager and go-with-

a vice grip on life. There’s something

controlled structure—say, a makeup-

the-flow-human in training. Follow along

soothing and safe about feeling like we

free run-in at the store, eating a meal

with her on her adventures on Instagram

have some power over the end result of

intuitively, or letting go of a relationship

@karlaswalsh, and feel free to contact

most situations, right?

that was never meant to work from the

her at karlawalsh@gmail.com.
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AWARD-WINNING BUILDER. AWARD-WINNING HOMES.

Proud to have Nine Finalists in the DSM Home Design Awards
DETAILS: FIREPLACE (2) | INTERIOR/EXTERIOR LIGHTING | MILLWORK (2) | GLASS/MIRROR
EXTERIORS: OUTDOOR PORCH | RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPING | RESIDENTIAL POOLS

Our experienced professionals and solid reputation, combined
with award-winning plans and quality craftsmanship,
guarantees your dream home will have lasting value.

Let Kimberley Development help you
build your award-winning home.

KIMDEV.COM // 515.963.8335
LUXURY HOMES // LAND DEVELOPMENT

www.ci.live

Howard Berger

Ghost Brothers

Oscar-winning Make-Up
& Visual Effects Designer

Three Ghost Hunters investigating
haunted locations on the Discovery
& Travel Channels

Dr. Mireya Mayor

Anthropologist & Wildlife
Correspondent for the National
Geographic Channel

Dr. Sian Proctor

Kyle Hill

Geologist, NASA Analog Astronaut
& Solar System Ambassador

Award-Winning Science Educator, Entertainer,
& former host of “Because Science”

Gabor George Burt

Best-Selling Author & Founder
of the Sling Shot Group

Nikki van Schyndel

Kai Kight

Top Wilderness Survivalist,
Author, and Star of “Alone”
on History Channel

Violinist & highly sought-after
Speaker who uses music to Inspire

Dr. David Gallo

Oceanographer & Pioneer
in Deep-Water Exploration

The DMACC West Campus would like to extend our
gratitude to these sponsors for making ciLive! 12 possible.

Nielsen Trust
Concert featuring Rick
Nielsen & Daxx of Cheap Trick

Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC) shall not engage in nor allow discrimination covered by law against any person,
group or organization. This includes in its programs, activities, employment practices, hiring practices or the provision of
services. The full DMACC Nondiscrimination policy is available online at https://nd.dmacc.edu. 13542-11-20-A

FOCUS
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BOTANICAL BOUTIQUES // NEW MUSIC //

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF AMANDA REYNAL: STYLE SKETCHBOOK BLOG

MODERN MONOGRAMS // BEST BEER // DOWNTOWN HOTEL

A monogram by Joanne Roth lends a touch of elegance to this J. Wilkinson chair.
See story, page 34.
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FOCUS

FAVORITE FINDS

BOTANICAL
BOUTIQUES
Get into the houseplant trend with help
from these local plant and floral shops.
Find all sorts of foliage, including lowmaintenance options, as well as
accessories to freshen up your home
for winter. You may even discover the

Layers of plants, such as this hanging
succulent basket, mix with home décor at
Petals + Moss in the East Village.
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perfect Valentine’s Day gift.

SALEY NONG

Petals + Moss

Art Terrarium

Adina Blooms

Renovation Jungle

This eclectic East Village

Take a planting break from

Located in Ankeny’s Prairie

New on the Ingersoll corridor

store provides shoppers the

your winter hibernation at

Trail, this floral business

as of November, this modern

thrill of the hunt. Though the

this downtown shop. With

also stocks a variety of

shop delivers all the swoon-

store has a small footprint,

big window expanses and

houseplants. We discovered

worthy greenery filling our

there’s plenty to absorb on

loads of plants—succulents,

a trendy mix of greenery

social media feeds. Step

the walls, layered tables and

cacti, rock plants,

including succulents,

inside the store (just south

styled shelves.

variegated trailing greenery,

colorful begonias (a national

of El Patio Mexican
Restaurant) and browse a

and tall standout specimens

houseplant trend this year,

shop is stocked with all sorts

Owner Saley Nong’s

such as fiddle leaf fig—the

according to top grower

living wall of plants—all

of plants. Our favorite was

shop entices even those

Monrovia nursery), elephant

shoppable—to create your

the hoyas—the heart-shape

without green thumbs to

ears and snake plants.

own green oasis. Owner

cuttings would be a sweet

bring home something live.

Ceramic pots in neutral

Allie Delaney is a

Valentine’s gift. In addition

Their planting bar allows

tones complement modern

houseplant guru and

to greenery and containers,

you to make the mess in the

and transitional decor. They

provides all sorts of help

shop for decorative pillows,

shop vs. your own home.

offer delivery service for

and advice. We asked

plants as well as floral

questions about specific

beaded slippers, jewelry,

You’ll also find cool

woven baskets and more.

containers, modern watering

On our visit we fell in love

cans, hip macrame, cute

arrangements.
In addition to live

lighting and watering tips
for a money tree and ZZ

with a small glass watering

candles, and matches in tiny

goods, find candles and

plant, best vining options

can for winter plant care.

glass bottles. Gardeners

lanterns to create an indoor

for north-facing rooms, and

The staff attendee shared

working on overwintering

garden aesthetic. The

how to overwinter a fancy

the love and thought it

their prized plants find high-

business also offers

begonia from the summer

would be a great wine

quality grow lights. The

workshops, including a

garden. In addition to plant-

decanter. Fun idea.

shop also features products

birthday party package.

care knowledge, you’ll

(33 E. Grand Ave., #113;

online, including some DIY

(1515 S.W. Main St., Suite

discover sweet, diminutive

facebook.com/Petals-and-

kits (macrame and

105, Ankeny; adinablooms-

plants to top winter tables

Moss-DSM)

embroidery) to keep you

ankeny.com)

or mantels, clean-line

busy this winter.

containers, potting mixes

(106 11th St.;

and houseplant tools for

artterrarium.com)

your new live additions.
(607 37th St. facebook.com/
RenovationJungle)
—Beth Eslinger
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Annie and Dave Ducharme-Jones’ new album
spotlights their American rock roots sound.
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NEW AND NOTABLE

BETTER TOGETHER
When the pandemic’s outbreak last year

professional musician his entire career,

“When we got serious about

forced the cancellation of live music

Annie started performing about 10 years

performing together, her contribution

shows, Annie and Dave Ducharme-

ago. A native of West Okoboji, she had

gave an identifiable style and a

Jones headed into their home studio to

been writing songs and singing since

consistency to our sound and writing,”

focus on songwriting and recording.

childhood, but “I didn’t consider myself

Dave says.

The result? “Unbroken,” the duo’s new
album that, as of press time, was
expected to be released this month.
Like their other two albums,
“Unbroken” showcases the American
roots rock sound that has gained the
couple a strong fan base. Eight of the
nine songs are originals, including the
title track about patching yourself up
after a breakup, and “On the Darkest
Night,” which they wrote at the
beginning of the pandemic “when
everything was shut down and it felt like
the world was coming together to
support each other,” Annie says.
Although she says that sense of
togetherness faded, “unity was the
inspiration for the song.”
The compelling song “Little Sins”

Collaboration is a natural part of

“THERE’S
A CERTAIN
AMOUNT
OF EGO THAT
GOES INTO
THE CREATIVE
PROCESS,
AND WE TRY
TO RESPECT
THAT.”
ANNIE DUCHARME-JONES

explores the need to stand up to lying,
greed, betrayal and gaslighting: “I don’t
want to live like this. Another angel with
broken wings. I’m gonna raise my fist,
gonna resist, you and your little sins.”
Dave, who grew up in Des Moines,

their creative process. Still, the
teamwork is handled carefully. “There
are those times when you know
collaboration is going to be successful,”
Dave says, “and other times when I
realize I should step aside and let her
pursue her vision. You sort of learn
when to step back and when to step in.”
For example, either of them may be
stuck on a lyric or melody and the other
will offer suggestions and “make
something happen.”
Being married makes the process
more comfortable, Dave says.
“Collaborating with others, you’re always
going to be a little bit on your guard.
With us, we’re just throwing stuff out
there.”
“Communication is key,” Annie

a professional [musician],” she says.
“The idea of performing caused me sheer
panic, which took the fun out of it.”
Instead, Annie worked as a

adds. “There’s a certain amount of ego
that goes into the creative process, and
we try to respect that.”
Find “Unbroken” on Spotify, iTunes,

psychotherapist and yoga instructor.

Google Play or whatever your favorite

and Annie moved here in 2016, after

But once their son left for college, “I

audio platform is. You also can buy the

living seven years in the San Francisco

rediscovered my love of songwriting

CD through Amazon and the duo’s

Bay Area and then nearly 30 in Austin,

and became more comfortable as a

website, ducharmejones.com.

Texas. While Dave has been a

performer,” she says.
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by the ways symbols can imbue
meaning. With these influences nudging
her toward her present-day career, she
launched Modern Monogramming in
2017 after years of embroidering as a
hobby, competing at the Iowa State
Fair—where she has won 60 ribbons
and counting—and blogging.
She decided to transition Modern
Monogramming (modernmonogramming.com) to a business
when “I realized I couldn’t find what
I was looking for—monograms that
reflected different personalities—
elsewhere,” Roth says.
The name Modern Monogramming
reflects the intersection of traditional
art with modern colors, proportions and
combinations. The quality materials and
the customizability of her monogram
products (including napkins, towels,
pajamas, pillows and more) make them
keepsakes.
Up next, Roth is partnering with

A STITCH IN TIME

J. Wilkinson Chair Co. to create

Joanne Roth believes monograms aren’t

continuing collaborations with Blond

just for your mother or grandmother.

Genius, Amanda Reynal Interiors and

monograms for their chairs. She’s also

That being said, it is all in the family for

local nonprofits, including the Food

the Des Moines maker.

Bank of Iowa.

“I grew up in a home where my

come from collaborating with other

creative projects,” Roth recalls. “While

designers and customers and by taking

I’ve never been much of an artist myself,

quiet time to explore visual inspirations.

I love color, design and the symbolism

“It could be the shape of a vase in the Art

I found in books and poems. My mom

Center, the colors on an Hermes scarf,

taught me to sew, knit and hand-

the architectural details on a building or

embroider when I was little.”

a piece of vintage typography,” she

At Smith College in Northampton,
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Roth says her best design ideas

parents were always working on

explains. “I like to dream up designs

Massachusetts, she studied semiotics

and letters that are not available

and linguistics and became fascinated

anywhere else.”

—Karla Walsh
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DES MOINES MAKER

HIGH 5

JAMES PETERSON
James Peterson is no novice when it
comes to all things ales, stouts, IPAs
and beyond. As the owner of Iowa Brew
Tours, he admits that narrowing down his
favorite beers made right here at home
is “very tough. Each year, the diversity
and quality continue to improve in the
Des Moines beer scene.” Sip your way
through some of Peterson’s current
favorites at home, then when you’re
ready, visit iowabrewtours.com to book

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

a tour to try them straight from the keg.

1. NEON HAZY IPA, BARN TOWN

3. ALL ABOUT THAT BASE,

5. BLOOD ORANGE WHEAT,

BREWING (CLIVE): This citrus India pale

BRIGHTSIDE ALEWORKS (ALTOONA):

RECLAIMED RAILS (BONDURANT):

ale is juicy, creamy and full of flavor, plus

If you like your beers clean, tart and

For something lighter-bodied, this

it has nice dry hops.

sour—and I do—definitely ask for this

golden-colored American pale wheat

2. MISTRESS BOUDICA IRISH DRY

brew if you see it on tap.

STOUT, MISTRESS BREWING CO.

4. ARCTIC BREAKFAST, FOX BREWING

(ANKENY): The flavor, texture and color

(WEST DES MOINES): Mainly available in

reminds me of a local version of a

the winter months, now is the perfect

Guinness-style stout, which is perfect

time to indulge in this rich, nutty, creamy

for winter with its hops and richness.

and dark beer. Roasted barley and

beer is what I have in mind when the
temperatures start to climb toward
spring. It’s fruity, bright and smooth.
—Karla Walsh

chocolate malt make it taste like dessert.
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NEW IN TOWN

4-STAR
STAYCATION
A neon sign announcing “City of
Certainties” illuminates the new
enclosed patio at Hotel Surety,
downtown’s latest new upscale retreat.
Created by Charley Conn of Neon
Specialties, the 1920s description of
Des Moines holds true today, especially
when it comes to lodging options for
winter weekend getaways.
Opened in November, the Surety is
designed to become “Des Moines living
room,” says Staci Patton of
Minneapolis-based DLR Group (the
firm’s local office helped create the
relaxed vibe). Walk into the doors of the
1913 Midland Building at 206 Sixth Ave.
and you’re greeted with walnut-clad
Mulberry Street Tavern to the left.
Chicago-based chef Marque Collins has
prepped a menu of elevated pub fare—
oysters on the half shell, local
tomahawk ribeye with horseradish

Constructed in 1913, the Midland Building has always housed Des Moines businesses
(it was the tallest building in the state when constructed). Today, thanks to a
$40 million renovation, it’s home to the new upscale Surety Hotel, part of the Chicagobased Aparium Hotel Group.

cream, upscale mac and cheese, and a
open for dinner and Saturday brunch.
To the right of the entrance, find a

produced 500 ceramic coffee cups for

and art classes. There’s also a gym to

lobby guests’ use; they’re also for sale.

get your workout in.

clubby environment with lush leather

Other Des Moines brands such as

sofas and chairs. An open coffee bar

Fontanelle, Indie House, Preservation,

weekend getaway from the stress of the

serves Des Moines-based BLK & Bold

Monarch Pottery and Blond Genius fill

past year. Original wood floors and

coffee by day and wine and cocktails at

the modern metal shelves (designed by

vintage-look bathroom tile give a nod to

night. The lobby is designed to be a

Liz Lidgett) behind the check-in desks,

the historic building. But modern

comfortable hangout, with a pool table

so there’s no need to leave the hotel to

touches—luxurious linens, leather

and open workspace (yes, they

shop local.

headboards and sleek seating—provide

welcome remote workers).
The Surety embraces local
collaborations. Ames’ Alfar Pottery
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There’s also no need to leave for

The 126 hotel rooms offer a perfect

the amenities of big-city

activities. In the sunny atrium (already

accommodations. Rooms start at $159 a

booked as a wedding venue), find yoga

night. (suretyhotel.com) —Beth Eslinger
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“killer” pub burger. The restaurant is

Royal Flooring is your one-stop-shop for all things home finishing. From flooring,
cabinets and countertops, to appliances, window treatments, and decor, we have
everything you need to make your house the dream home you’ve always wanted.

SHOPROYALFLOORING.COM

(515) 957-9738

Shop the Mateo Collection, featuring
Noble Hall flooring by Anderson Tuftex.

WEALTH

FINANCE DISCUSSIONS

SAVE THE DATE
February 25, 12-1 p.m.

Join us in our first ever dsm Wealth personal finance discussion.

WHAT I WISH I'D KNOWN ABOUT MONEY:
PERSONAL FINANCE LESSONS FROM
DES MOINES LEADERS
dsm magazine is proud to announce a brand new multi-event series about personal wealth
and finance. Join us as we kick off our spring event, "What I Wish I'd Known About Money:
Personal Finance Lessons From Des Moines Leaders," where we will learn tips and tricks
from Des Moines' top financial leaders.
Register for this free, virtual event at dsmmagazine.com.
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SHRIMP SOUP // BETTER DOUGH // SNACK BOXES //

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

BIG MOMMA’S CATERING // THE CAVE DSM

GrazeBox offers to-go snack boxes that
make entertaining and daily meals easy.
See story, page 45.
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Secrets for Success
We tapped Porter for some bonus tips

SAVOR

to guarantee soup success. The most
important piece of advice, in her
opinion? Make a double batch.
“Truly, I love all the recipes I share
on Iowa Girl Eats—otherwise I wouldn’t
post them—but this soup has a special
place in my family’s hearts,” she says.

I SNAGGED THE RECIPE

Turn up the heat. For a spicier soup,
leave the ribs and seeds on the

SIMMER DOWN

jalapeño that simmers in the soup, or

WRITER: KARLA WALSH

use two jalapeños. “The raw and
simmered peppers add different flavors

With 103,000 Facebook fans and

and heat experiences,” Porter explains.

counting following her every meal move,

“The jalapeño simmered in the soup

Kristin Porter—the food writer, recipe

adds a warmth that you’ll feel in the

developer and creator of the website

back of your throat, while the raw slices

Iowa Girl Eats—has a full plate.

on top will make your tongue tingle.

“My love for cooking was triggered

Both have a place in this soup.”

by the fact that I love to eat,” says
Porter, who lives in Urbandale with her

Stock up. Porter opts for Imagine

husband and three children. “My

seafood stock, which can be found at

appetite has always been oversized.

most Hy-Vee locations (search in the

parents always placed a heavy

KRISTIN
PORTER

emphasis on eating homemade meals
been a source of comfort and sense of

part of my process. The thought of a

home for me.”

reader wasting their money on

2009 as a lifestyle blog, and after she
was diagnosed with celiac disease in

ingredients, or wasting time in the
kitchen, is unbearable.”
She often draws ideas from her

2013, it transitioned into a food and

childhood, travels or restaurant meals,

recipe-focused website with an

and the latter is the inspiration for this

emphasis on all things family-friendly

tested-and-tasty soup. “It was love at

and gluten-free. With greatest hits

first bite,” she says of the shrimp soup

including Cheesy Chicken Burrito Skillet

at Mi Patria, a West Des Moines

and oh-so-Midwest Pickle Wrap Dip,

Ecuadorian restaurant. “The soup

Porter has a lock on comfort food—

contained ingredients that I was familiar

often crazy-quick and with a twist. And

with, but they were combined in an

she’s confident you can nail every one

unexpected way. That tickled me right

of the nearly 1,000 recipes on her site.

out of the gate, and each spoonful kept

“I usually test two recipes each

Prep your shrimp. While it doesn’t
matter if you do or don’t remove the

together, so cooking has always

She launched Iowa Girl Eats in

health food aisles).

me going back for more and more.”

week, oftentimes on my family at dinner

tails before adding the seafood to the
soup, be sure each shrimp has been
peeled and deveined. You can buy them
with this already done or Google for a
how-to. When cooking them, remember
shrimp only need to simmer for a
minute or two—just till they turn pink.
“Avoid overcooking in the pot to keep
the shrimp tender versus rubbery,”
Porter says.
Don’t skip the flour. While the soup will
taste identical without the spoonful of
flour, Porter recommends it for
“luxurious thickness.”
Prep it ahead. “The soup broth freezes
extremely well. Scoop into a freezer

or snack time to gauge if it’s going to

Find all of Porter’s recipes at

bag, then remove the air and freeze flat.

be worth testing a second, third or

iowagirleats.com or follow her on

Reheat in a soup pot, then add shrimp

fourth time,” Porter says. “Testing

Instagram at @iowagirleats and on

and serve over rice for a nearly instant

recipes multiple times is an essential

facebook.com/IowaGirlEatsOfficialPage.

meal,” Porter suggests.
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Plus, when I was growing up, my

Jalapeños give a spicy
kick to Kristin Porter’s
shrimp soup.
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PINCH OF WISDOM

Spicy Shrimp Soup
Serves 3 to 4
Ingredients
4 tablespoons butter

Directions
1. Melt butter in a 5- or 6-quart Dutch
oven or soup pot over medium heat.

1 large shallot, microplaned or minced

Add shallots and garlic, then turn heat

5 cloves garlic, microplaned, pressed

down a touch and saute until light

or minced

brown and tender, or for about 5

1 tablespoon flour (gluten-free if desired)

minutes (make sure butter is just barely
sizzling as to not brown the garlic).

3 cups chicken stock

Sprinkle in the flour, then stir to

2 cups seafood stock

combine and saute for 1 more minute.

1 cup tomato sauce

2. Add tomato sauce, then stir to

2 jalapeños, divided (1 jalapeño
sliced from the ribs and seeds,
1 sliced into rings)

combine, ensuring there are no lumps in
the flour and butter mixture. Add seafood
stock, chicken stock, the jalapeño that’s
been sliced from the ribs and seeds,

3 small bay leaves

bay leaves, and spices. Turn heat up to

1/2 teaspoon dried oregano

bring soup to a boil then turn back

1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon dried thyme

top and gently simmer for 30 minutes.
3. Remove bay leaves and jalapeños,
then add lime juice (about 1/3 of a fresh

3/4 pound jumbo shrimp, peeled and

lime) to taste, and salt if needed.

Chopped fresh cilantro
Cooked white rice, for serving

4. Turn heat back up to high to bring
the soup to a boil, then add shrimp
and boil until cooked through, about
1 to 2 minutes.
5. Scoop soup into bowls then top with

{

2 limes (1 cut in half, 1 cut into wedges)

—Tyondra Boagard-King (right),
who launched the local cinnamon
roll company LeeTy Delights
(leetydelights.com) with wife Elisha
King in August 2020.

down to medium. Place a lid partially on

1/4 teaspoon white pepper

deveined

“For the best results
with cinnamon
rolls or any dough,
we always knead by
hand instead of using
a stand or hand
mixer. That way,
you can feel if your
dough is still sticky
and add more
flour if needed.”

(these add flavor and heat versus

just being a garnish, so don’t skip!) and
chopped cilantro, then serve with
lime wedges.
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cooked rice. Add sliced raw jalapeños

Waukee

Discover more at Lincoln.com.

*Sales ranking based on 2019 car and truck sales report of the Kansas City Region of Lincoln Motor Company.
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GrazeBox focuses on filling its boxes with
goods from local purveyors.
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WHAT WE LOVE

GrazeBox

Five Minutes Til Midnight

SAVOR A
SNACK-A-THON

With Central Iowa-based brands such

Marinated cheeses, flavored hummus

as South Union Bakery, 5 Borough

spreads, pepper-spiked aiolis and more

Bagels, Graziano Brothers, La Mie and

make Todd Buffington’s Vesper Boxes

more starring in her boxes, Lindsey

stand out from the charcuterie crowd.

Feed-a-crowd grazing tables or snack

Houck, owner of GrazeBox, is all about

The Beaverdale butcher assembles

boxes are one of the quickest-growing

supporting local brands. For a morning

a surprise box of those cheeses and

food trends, according to Pinterest, with

meal, try the “I Like Big Brunch and I

spreads, meats, fruits, vegetables and

an increase in searches by 163% year

Cannot Lie” snack box that comes piled

other “rotating sundries” that often also

over year. The tasty trend hit the metro in

high with croissants, doughnut holes,

include something sweet like chocolate

2020, when several new brands added

cheeses, jams, fruit, honey and more.

or cake. Each week’s selection varies,

snack boxes or grazing boards to their

(From $20, grazeboxdsm.com/s/order)

and the surprise is part of the fun.

menus to appease those who missed
dining out but wanted to dine at home

($40, fiveminutestil.square.site)

Cyd’s Catering

with ease and style. These options are

Well-known wedding, special event,

All-Fresco Box

jampacked with enough goodies to

and business lunch caterer Cyd Koehn

Get a taste of Puerto Rican delights

make a meal (just add a bottle of wine,

pivoted during the pandemic to

from Jorge Pereles’ new snack box

a few beers or a pitcher of lemonade),

assemble date night menus, holiday

company. Order the week’s special

and all can either be delivered to your

meals and more for curbside carryout

All-Fresco Box and you’ll score a mixed

doorstep or picked up curbside.

at her Johnston home kitchen or via

bag of island specialties. Each four-

delivery. Among the most popular

person pack features a handful of items

picks: the cheese and meat platter for

like plantains, beef empanadas, chicken

two. Don’t be confused by the name,

skewers, roast pork, yellow rice and

though. This really serves more like four

garlic toast. Bonus: Slices of guava

generously once you take into account

cheese flan are often available as

the mountain of cheeses, cured meats,

a dessert add-on. (From $21; preorder

jams, nuts, crackers, fruit and more.

via Facebook Messenger at facebook.

Each order also comes with a sweet

com/AllFrescoDSM or by phone at

addition of local honey and a couple of

515.601.8221 for pickup at Kitchen

bottles of water to wash it all down.

Spaces, 1139 24th St.)

–Karla Walsh

(From $20, cateringbycyd.online)
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MEET THE CHEFS

DATE-NIGHT DISH
The love story of Andrea and Daron
Reddick, the spouses and co-owners
behind Big Momma’s Catering, was
more of a simmer than a quick fire.
“We met when we were 14 and
lived about a block away from each
other” in Dolton, Illinois (near Chicago),
Andrea says. “Daron was friends with
my brother initially and then we became
a ‘thing,’ dating most of high school.”
They broke up near the end of their
senior year and went their separate
ways. The spark returned in 2012,
however, and they’ve been creating
magic together—in the kitchen and
beyond—since. They married in 2018
and now have five kids (Aiden, Tristian,
Alexziana, Daron Jr. and King) in their
blended family, plus a catering
business they launched in April 2020.

DARON
AND
ANDREA
REDDICK

To date, Big Momma’s Catering
has whipped up appetizers, brunches,
dinners and more for bridal showers,
school functions, celebrations of life,
birthdays and other gatherings. Birria

to separate your personal lives from

tacos, lasagna and charcuterie boards

your business. No matter what goes on

looking forward to diving into their

are top sellers. Other favorites include

that day, business must resume as

signature seafood boil with crab,

soul food—braised greens, chicken and

normal and your clients should be your

shrimp, corn on the cob, sausage, baby

waffles, and mac and cheese.

No. 1 priority.”
When they are on personal time,

red potatoes, and a mild or spicy
seafood sauce. You can follow their

running a successful food business as

Andrea and Daron love sneaking away

romantic lead for $55 to $75 (depending

a married couple?

for a date night. Pre-pandemic, they

on your preferred crab variety) for

enjoyed nights out at the movies with a

plenty to feed a duo.

“You’re more aware of your
partner’s personality and strengths, so

restaurant dinner, but now they’re

you can use that as an advantage in

watching movies at home and cooking

Visit facebook.com/
dreasdelicacies to learn more or to

your business,” Andrea says. “At the

for themselves—yes, even on their

place an order for this or any of their

same time, you both have to learn when

nights off the clock.

other creations.
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So what’s the secret sauce to

This Valentine’s Day, they’re

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS ...
THAT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

big

Spectrum Lighting and Interiors offers the largest selection in lighting, ceiling fans,
lamps and lampshades, artwork and mirrors for your residential or commercial
lighting projects. We also offer complete fixture repair and restoration services.
Visit our beautiful remodeled showroom to bring your vision to light.

(515) 276-5088 | spectrumlighting.biz
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a prescriptive set of rules or definitions,”

GO AU NATURAL
AT THE CAVE DSM

grapes were organically farmed and

he explains. Typically, it means the
fermented with native yeast. The wines
are free of additives, chemicals,

Craving a trip to Paris? We’re right

pesticides or technical manipulations.

there with you. Luckily, we can all now

“The common thread of natural

get a taste of a similar cafe and bistro

wines is that they tend to have a greater

lifestyle at the Cave DSM (1437 Walnut

freshness and vitality compared to

St.), one of the metro’s newest spirit-

wines that are adjusted to match

focused shops.

a predetermined flavor profile,” he

“Our model is a popular type of

says. “Some styles are meant to be

shop in Paris called a cave à manger—a

young and refreshing, and others are
So what sets the Cave DSM apart

completely age-worthy.”

or for on-site consumption, along with a

from other wine shops in town, besides

limited food menu,” says Nick Leo, the

the Parisian vibe? “The primary

Cave’s co-owner and manager. “They

difference is our selection and the

the globe. Organic farming practices

tend to be informal, warm and intimate.”

philosophy behind how we curate our

and small production vineyards take

They source wine—currently more
than 60 different varietals—from around

inventory,” Nick says. “We’re completely

more resources than typical production

avid home baker and cook who spent a

devoted to natural wines and celebrate

methods, but the Leos make it a priority

year living in northwest Spain, where

the diversity and variety of styles that

to offer value-minded (less than $20)

she developed a new appreciation for

exist within the category. We want to be

bottles.

food and vino—originally planned to

a place that encourages curiosity in a

open their wine shop in March. But due

casual and unpretentious manner.”

Nick and his wife, Heather—an

to pandemic-related delays, they
opened for retail sales in late August.
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Natural wine is “more a philosophy
of farming and winemaking rather than

Watch for a small food menu and
a constantly evolving wine selection
to keep things fresh all winter, spring
and beyond.

–Karla Walsh
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wine bar that also sells bottles for retail

THE WORLD'S MOST

AWARD-WINNING
DISTILLERY
In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by early
American pioneers. On the spot where the buffalo
migration route crossed the Kentucky river, this National
Historic Landmark has been making legendary bourbon
whiskey for over 200 years. Today, Buffalo Trace crafts the
best collection of bourbons and whiskies in the world by
honoring tradition and embracing change.

Distilled and bottled by Buffalo Trace Distillery, Frankfort, KY. Alcohol by
volume varies by product. www.buffalotracedistillery.com.
1-800-654-8471. Please Drink Responsibly.
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lifestyle as much as possible. ■

clothing to represent my DIY

avoid fast fashion, so I use my

within my own community. I try to

and make it my own and to buy

important for me to take something

from local thrift stores. It’s

donated clothing myself or buy

Where you shop: I mostly upcycle

represent my creativity.

hair color or style I want helps me

big part of my style. Wearing any

match my mood, so I consider it a

my clothing, I change my hair to

most known for: My hair. Just like

The part of your style you’re

flow where life takes me.

represents my free spirit, ready to

complements my “hobo” style. It

the whole outfit together and

like it’s the top layer that brings

live without: A trench coat. I feel

Piece of clothing you couldn’t

energy I want my style to have.

please themselves—that’s the

they never dress to conform but to

Bonet and Erykah Badu. I feel like

Style icons: FKA Twigs, Lisa

of layers, patterns and colors.

always including an eclectic blend

clothing that’s self-expressive,

Hobo chic. Cozy, laid-back

How you describe your style:

Profession: Artist and model

Age: 24

ALLYSHA CORA JEAN WALTERS

SERVING
CUSTOMERS
SINCE 1930.

In 1930, Charles Hyde and David Vredenburg joined forces to create something
entirely new — a retail experience focused on customer service. Today, we continue
to seek innovative partnerships and introduce new concepts to make us the best
place to shop in America. While much has changed over the past 90 years, one
thing has remained the same — our commitment to you, our loyal customer.
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Iowa Stops Hunger is a yearlong
initiative by dsm magazine and the

PASSIONS

Business Record to raise awareness
of hunger in Iowa and inspire action

IOWA STOPS HUNGER

to combat it.

WHEN HUNGER CALLS
WRITER: RACHEL VOGEL QUINN PHOTOGRAPHER: EMILY BLOBAUM

Zuli Garcia’s phone never stops

Garcia and her volunteers divide

Garcia was raised by her father,

beeping, even in the middle of the night.

the groceries into packages, which

who had faced hungry times himself in

Latino families are always reaching out

usually include rice, beans, tortillas,

El Salvador. In high school, after not

for guidance in navigating the pitfalls of

fruits, vegetables, and chicken or eggs.

eating for four days, he fainted in the

life in this country, including poverty

Garcia focuses on providing culturally

middle of a conversation with a teacher.

and food insecurity.

appropriate ingredients, rather than

After that, the teacher brought him

Garcia, 44, grew up in Southern
California but moved to Des Moines 25
years ago. She quickly became known
as someone who could help families in

canned and boxed foods her

bread and beans every day until

community isn’t familiar with.

graduation.

Nationally, the food insecurity rate
for Hispanic households is 5% higher

Her father’s journey inspired
Garcia to take action when she saw

need. “If I see or hear of anyone

than the average, according to the

need in her own community. “I can’t

struggling, there is no doubt in my mind

USDA. Information published only in

save everyone, but I can at least

to step in and help,” she says.
When the pandemic took hold last

English is one barrier to accessing

help a percentage,” she says. “All I can

resources. In addition, many immigrants

do is help as much as I can.”

March, Garcia started hearing from

are afraid that taking assistance could

more and more families in need of food.

get them labeled as a “public charge,”

a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, which allows them

Knock and Drop recently became
to receive grant funding. Garcia is also

She began raising money on Facebook

making them ineligible to become

and through Spanish-language radio

permanent residents. And certain

looking for a location to serve as a

stations to fund a new organization that

organizations won’t provide food to

storage and pickup site. Eventually, she

would feed as many people as possible,

undocumented individuals.

would like to establish a Latino

with a focus on the Latino community.
Local businesses, grocery stores and
restaurants—many of them Latinoowned—donated food. And the nonprofit
Eat Greater Des Moines provided both
food and financial support.
By press time, Garcia’s
organization—Latino Knock and Drop

This problem enrages Garcia,
whose husband, Luis, was
undocumented before their marriage.
“Why do you need a Social Security

Community Center in Des Moines as
a “safe haven” for Iowans like her.
Founding a nonprofit during a
pandemic, while also working a full-time

number to receive food?” she asks.

job to pay the bills, has been a struggle

“That food was going to waste. That

for Garcia. But she draws strength from

food was going in the trash!”
Garcia believes her altruistic nature

Iowa—had fed more than 5,000 families,

might stem from her volatile childhood.

averaging about 125 to 150 a week.

At age 2, she immigrated to the United

Although the organization’s

States from El Salvador with her mother,

the families she serves. With tears in
her eyes, Garcia recalls a message she
received from a young girl.
“Before we met you, there were
nights we didn’t eat,” the note said.

volunteers originally made home

who soon fell into drug addiction. “I had

deliveries, knocking and dropping the

to be a mother figure for my younger

food at front doors, a local church now

sisters,” Garcia says. “Ever since then,

we met you, there is always food on

serves as a hub for weekly pickup.

I’ve had the heart to help out.”

our table.”
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“There were nights we would go to bed
with empty stomachs. But ever since
n

“IF I SEE OR
HEAR OF
ANYONE
STRUGGLING,
THERE IS
NO DOUBT
IN MY MIND
TO STEP
IN AND HELP.”
ZULI GARCIA
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LOCAL LOVE

DAITIN CRANDALL AND
ROSS TURNER

Daitin Crandall and Ross Turner feel fortunate they were able
to adjust their wedding plans last summer. Originally scheduled
for June, the couple worked with their vendors to find later
dates once the pandemic hit in March. They landed on midJuly and also had an early November backup. Their venues—

To submit your wedding photos for

St. Joseph Chapel at Dowling Catholic High School and the

consideration in dsm, send them to

Ron Pearson Center in West Des Moines—were large enough

dsmeditor@bpcdm.com. Include your and your

for social distancing, and the couple provided personalized

spouse’s names, occupations, wedding date,

bottles of hand sanitizer as party favors. As Daitin notes,

location and the photographer’s name. Please

“Other than the face masks and plenty of hand sanitizer, you

confirm that you either own the rights to the

wouldn’t know that we were married during a pandemic.”

photographs or have the photographer’s

Wedding date: July 18, 2020

Also provide your phone number in case we

Photographer: Laura Wills Photography

need to contact you.
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permission to submit them for publication.

■

"THANK YOU"

TO THE CONTRIBUTORS OF THE

2020 GREENLAND HOME CHARITY HOME
Kness Signs
Kovacevich Carpentry
Midwest Curb Grinding
Beisser Lumber Company
Prairie Pella, Inc.
HomeServices Lending
Northland Foundations
Baileys Excavating
Alan’s Seamless Gutters
Rich Jones Construction
Wayne Dalton Garage
Doors
EW Lighting
Tom Onnen Construction
Services
Waller Construction LLC
Aspen Aire
JMT Trucking
Stensland Sod Inc
Made in the Shade Blinds &
More Des Moines
Tops Plus

Factory Direct Appliance
Redfox Inspections
Royal Flooring
The Flooring Guys
Tesdell Electric
Elite Irrigation
Community State Bank
Unique Drywall
CSI Concrete Supply
Kohles and Bach
Nehring Construction
Tru Team Contractor
Services of Iowa
Timberline Builders
Royal Plumbing
MacArthur
Centurion Stone
Midwest Curb Grinding
Snyder and Associates
Matt Allen Construction
Stone Age Granite
Sherwin Williams

Thanks to Tammy Heckart from Re/Max Concepts for joining us again!

Proceeds benefit the Children’s Cancer Connection!
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PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

HOW I GOT
HERE
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LESSONS ON LIFE, IN MY OWN WORDS

CULTIVATING PATIENCE AND PERSEVERENCE
BY JEFF CHELESVIG AS TOLD TO CHRISTINE RICCELLI

J

EFF CHELESVIG, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF DES MOINES

me. So I studied business and theater,

PERFORMING ARTS, just completed his 25th year leading the organization.

and I sang with the Iowa State Singers.

Over those years, his track record has included compiling a long list of sold-

Most importantly for my career, I think,

out performances; bringing high-profile shows such as “Hamilton” to the

was getting a job at Iowa State Center.

city; developing a wide range of educational programming; investing nearly
$40 million in the Des Moines Civic Center and Cowles Commons; and

establishing a number of successful series, most notably the Broadway Series. Since the
pandemic began, the Civic Center has been dark, presenting unprecedented challenges
for the 62-year-old Chelesvig and resulting in show postponements and cancellations,

WORK YOUR WAY UP

At that time, the folks who worked at

revenue loss, and layoffs. In a conversation condensed for publication, he reflects on

Iowa State Center, especially on the

losing his father at a young age, taking risks, and navigating the pandemic.

tech crew, were students. You started
at the bottom, sweeping Hilton
Coliseum after events. If you continued
to show up for work on time and did a

himself to advise me. He was a dear

good job, you could move your way up.

BALANCE WORK AND LIFE

man, and I learned a lot from him.

I grew up on a farm outside of Eagle

Ed had a strong work ethic and knew

Grove in Wright County, and then when

when work was done; he prioritized

but because I could drive a tractor.

I was a sophomore in high school, we

time with his family and friends. He

When I interviewed I had prepared a

moved to Belmond, when my parents

loved to live life to the fullest, and that

resume of everything I had done in the

purchased a furniture store. My father

was a really good lesson for me.

theater in high school and college, but

died of cancer in 1975, when he was 45,

In both Eagle Grove and Belmond,

The funny thing is that I was hired
not because of my theater background,

the hiring manager was most pleased

just before my junior year. It was hard,

I was involved in band and choral music.

that I grew up on a farm and could drive

but I was fortunate to have surrogate

I became involved in theater my

a tractor. On football Saturdays, rolling

father figures in the community.

sophomore year in high school, working

wagons pulled by a tractor carried

behind the scenes. After graduating in

people from the Scheman Building to

family-owned business that had a

1976, I went to Gustavus Adolphus

the stadium. So I like to say that I got

grocery store, restaurant and catering

College in Minnesota, then transferred

into show business by knowing how to

operation, and one of the owners, Ed

to Iowa State, declaring I wanted to be

drive a tractor.

Gabrielson, became the primary

an agricultural business major. That

surrogate father for me. He took it upon

lasted for about a week; it wasn’t for

In high school I worked for a

I eventually worked my way up to
being one of the six foremen of the tech
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HOW I GOT
HERE

crew. I also was given the opportunity

When I started in Des Moines in

For the first time, we sold shows in a

to do something that I really love, which

1995, things were very different. We

season ticket package instead of one

was to stage manage some of the

were a much smaller organization, and

show at a time, enabling us bring the

touring acts at Stephens Auditorium.

we were largely a rental facility. The

biggest touring Broadway shows to

upside of renting the facility is that the

Des Moines.

financial risk is not on the facility but on
BE OPEN TO OPPORTUNITY

My boss at Hilton Coliseum had taken

the promoter. The downside to that is

Our presentation of “The Phantom
of the Opera” in 1997 was something

that you don’t get to choose what

that exceeded the expectations of not

shows appear on your stage.

only the people in Des Moines, but also

a job at the Peoria Civic Center, a three-

in New York. The fact we had 40 sold-

building complex. He offered me a job

out performances was extraordinary

at the then-new Performing Arts
Theater, part of that complex. I decided

ENVISION MORE

because, up to that point, the longest
run of a show had been several

that this was an opportunity I couldn’t

One of the great things that happened

16-performance runs of “Annie” in the

pass up because these kinds of jobs

early on was meeting with David

early 1980s. But “Phantom” proved

were hard to come by. So I cut my

Kruidenier, the former publisher

there was an appetite here for

college career short and moved to

of the Des Moines Register, and perhaps

Broadway shows.

Peoria, Illinois. I started as theater

the most significant driving force

operations manager and when I left

behind the building of the Civic Center.

seven years later, I was the director of
operations for the entire complex.
I moved to Rochester, Minnesota,

I will never forget my first meeting

When we started the subscription
series, it was a big risk, and I didn’t
seek permission from our board

with David. Even though his family had

because I believed they might not

sold the Register to Gannett by then, he

approve. So we just informed them we

to take a job as director of the Mayo

maintained an office in the Register

were starting the season ticket program,

Civic Center. I learned a great deal, and

building. Going there was daunting

and it turned out to be a huge success.

after two years, I was recruited to run

because I had grown up reading the

And because of its success and the

the Bayfront Center and Mahaffey

Register and knew he was a very

support of our donors, nearly all of the

Theater in St. Petersburg, Florida.

important person. He asked me a lot of

shows that appear on the Civic Center

The Mahaffey had the smallest
seating capacity of the three

questions and told me, “I do not want

stage are presented by us, with no

the Civic Center just to be a palace for

outside promoter.

performing arts centers in that market,

Broadway shows.” He envisioned

so we had to be a bit scrappy and think

something more.

outside of the box. That kind of thinking
led us to create a program of
presenting touring shows for children

And then he said something that
has stuck with me ever since. He said,
“I have very high expectations.” That

KEEP INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

With the developers of the Temple for

during school time, which, when I came

was a clear direction for me, and it is

Performing Arts downtown, we opened

here, served as the model for our

what I believe we have achieved over

the Temple Theater in 2002 with an

time. He was an inspiration, and I was

unprecedented run of the show “Triple

Applause program.
My predecessor in Des Moines
was Gordon Smith. At one point when I

so glad that in the later part of his life,

Espresso.” We had hoped we could run

we became good friends.

the show for eight weeks, and finally

was in Peoria, he invited me to interview

closed it after 68 weeks. Today, we

to become his assistant. I didn’t get the

present all kinds of shows there.

job, but when it came time for him to
retire in 1994, I was on his list of people

BE WILLING TO TAKE RISKS

We’ve also been careful to
preserve and constantly update both

for our board to talk to. And I will

I’m very proud of the creation in 1996 of

the Civic Center and Cowles Commons.

always be very grateful for that.

what is now the Willis Broadway Series.

Over the last 20 years, we’ve invested
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We’re passionate about our process and committed to our homeowners.
Building custom Iowa dream homes for more than 23 years.

HOMES
your . your . your .

K A N DV H O M E S .CO M
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close to $40 million in upgrading and

because the quality of the shows we

improving them.

present is very important to me.

We began investing in Broadway

investor is not typically a good financial

So, we are focusing on what we
can do. Our education team learned a

shows in 2001, which has been a
fascinating experience. Being an

are still many unanswered questions.

lot this summer by changing from
PAY ATTENTION

in-person to virtual camps. For our
Applause series, which typically brings

risk because most shows don’t break

Ben Brantley was the longtime co-chief

students here from around Central Iowa,

even. Still, a benefit in investing is to

theater critic for the New York Times.

we’re developing virtual experiences for

ensure the availability of quality touring

He recently stepped down from that

the kids and their families.

shows. And because of those

position and said something that I

investments, we’ve presented many

loved: “I get paid to pay attention.” I’ve

Our free virtual Creative Conversations

shows in the first year of their tours,

been thinking a lot about that as it is

series gives people a chance to interact

such as “Dear Evan Hansen,”

how I describe my job: I pay attention

with actors, musicians and others who

“Spamalot” and “Kinky Boots.” We’ve
recouped about 80% of the money that
we’ve invested over the years, which is
really quite good considering the risk.

HAVE FAITH IN YOUR CUSTOMERS

We’ve pivoted in other ways, too.

to a lot of things locally, nationally and

have ties to DMPA. We’re also offering

internationally.

free in-person tours of the Civic Center

And I love that aspect of it. I get a

and a wedding package where couples

kick out of being around the theater

can get married on the stage. And our

when we have a production on stage,

education team is partnering with

paying attention to the experience of

artists from all over the world to present

our guests, or watching the

virtual arts experiences for K-12

performance backstage. And I also get

students at no charge. And, we’re

When I started this job in 1995, it took

a kick out of going to New York and

livestreaming shows for audiences to

me a while to size up our audience, and

being a voter for the Tony Awards. Of

enjoy from home.

I quickly recognized that they’re smart,

course, my travels to New York have

well-traveled and well-read.
And I’ve learned that you grow an
audience by challenging them in a good

stopped and will not start up again
anytime soon. Yet, everything I do
involves paying attention.

EMBRACE COLLABORATION

way. To me, art is essential to our

Many of these ideas have come from

everyday life, and it gives us different

our team; it’s a collaborative situation.

ways of looking at our lives and at our
world. There’s a tendency to think that

FOCUS ON WHAT YOU CAN CONTROL

We meet regularly to brainstorm
opportunities and also to figure out how

in the Midwest we should avoid

Presenting shows to live audiences at

we will ramp up when it becomes

presenting shows that have an edge or

this time is not conducive to social

possible to present shows in person.

contain adult content. Shows like

distancing, both from an experience

I’m very proud to be associated

and a financial standpoint. So, we’ve

with the people of DMPA, my talented

were shows that a lot of presenters

learned a lot about patience. The entire

co-workers and those who support us

across the country were nervous about

live entertainment world is upside down.

“Avenue Q” and “Spring Awakening”

bringing to their theaters, but I was a
champion of both.
Some years ago, I was in London

Producers of touring shows are not

financially. And we are grateful to our
season ticket holders who have stayed

sure when it will be safe to launch tours

with us through this journey. We have

again. A touring Broadway show may

been asking for their patience, and I am

and met with the head of marketing for

have 60 to 80 people traveling with it.

happy that almost all of them are

the Sadler’s Wells Theatre, and he said

How do you get those people from city

saying, “Just tell us when the shows are

to city safely? What happens if there is

coming and we’ll be there.”

something that I will never forget:
“Quality is your best marketing tool.” I’ve
thought a lot about that over the years
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an outbreak in the company? Does that
jeopardize the rest of the tour? There

■

GIVE YOUR CAREER

A SERIOUS BOOST
DMU’s Department of Public Health offers reputable, innovative,
and fully online degree programs designed for working professionals
and emerging leaders. Faculty who are experienced teachers and
experts in their fields will guide your success throughout the program
and beyond.
Our Master of Health Care Administration and Master of
Public Health programs will prepare you for your next promotion
by allowing you to immediately apply new skills that demonstrate
your abilities as a strategic leader in your organization.

www.dmu.edu

5 HELPFUL TIPS TO

Better Sleep
Diet, exercise and sleep are three necessities on the
path to health and wellness. A deficit in one can lead to
negative effects for the other two.

Create a minimalist and serene enviornment conducive
for sleep. Aim for a dark room that is free of clutter, a
comfortable temperature and quality bedding.

Prior to bedtime, disconnect from devices while limiting
any stimulating activity. For even more success, don’t
crawl into bed until your ready to fall straight to sleep.

Maintain a regular sleep schedule by going to bed and
waking up at the same time each day.

It’s essential to have a mattress that’s right for you.
Homemakers has over 80 mattresses from the top brand
names. Stop by or shop online with us today!
515-276-2772 • 1-888-818-7283 • 10215 Douglas Ave
Urbandale, Iowa 50322 • Homemakers.com

PLANT SOME LOVE
A DES MOINES
COUPLE
CREATES
A PRIVATE
PARADISE
WITH
TROPICAL
GREENERY
AND
MIDCENTURY
FINDS.
WRITER:
MISSY KEENAN
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
LAUREN KONRAD
(INTERIORS)
AND
AYNSLEY STARBUCK
(EXTERIORS)
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This vintage red fireplace (based on a
Malm design) is the pièce de
résistance of Nick Sellers and Joseph
Wanek’s private front patio. Visible
from the wall of windows flanking the
otherwise neutral open-concept living
room, the fireplace serves as the focal
point for the entire home.
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Even in the coldest months, the screen
porch provides a retreat. Sellers and
Wanek found most of their plants at
Art Terrarium downtown and Harvey’s
Greenhouse in Adel.
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N

Nick Sellers, left, and Joseph
Wanek share a bottle of wine at
home on their patio.

ick Sellers and Joseph Wanek
have taken half a dozen trips to
tropical destinations such as

Thailand, Costa Rica and their 2019
honeymoon to St. Barts. Then the
COVID-19 pandemic hit, and the pair
has stayed closer to home since
then, going on just a few road trips.

Luckily for the couple, their design style of midcentury

tropical oasis makes their plant-filled home feel a bit more
like a Caribbean island than your average south-side

Des Moines abode. Their collection now numbers about
100 plants, providing a verdant green backdrop to their
indoor and outdoor spaces.
“We love that it makes our place feel more like a
tropical paradise, especially in the winter,” says Sellers, an

and a private front patio with lounge furniture and a vintage

art director with the ITA Group. “Surrounding ourselves

red free-standing fireplace. Two years ago they found the

with plants makes it feel like we’re on vacation year-round.”

fireplace for $150 on Facebook Marketplace (a steal,

In addition to making their home feel lush and lovely,
many of their plants have sentimental value. Their tropical
plants remind them of their travel landscapes. And Wanek,

compared with a similar one they had fallen in love with
for $800).
Because the fireplace is just a few feet from the house,

the plant whisperer of the couple and a stylist, has

it couldn’t safely burn wood. For about a year the fireplace

propagated several plants from family, including a hibiscus

was essentially a good-looking lawn ornament. But this

nurtured from a cutting he took from a plant in his

spring Wanek converted it with a propane tank, extending

grandma’s bedroom.

patio season until late October.

When Sellers and Wanek aren’t traveling, they enjoy
meeting friends out for dinner, cocktails or karaoke.

In preparation for moving the party indoors in colder
months, they created a tiki lounge over the summer in their

But during the pandemic they’ve been staying home more,

basement. They have mint juleps and karaoke at home,

entertaining friends who share a similar approach to

with Wanek drawing friends into pop duets such as Kanye

COVID-19.

West and Estelle’s “American Boy.”

“The most important thing is that we trust the friends
who come over—that they take COVID seriously and wear

“We have enjoyed the more intimate setting of talking
with our friends at home versus going out to a bar,” Sellers

masks in public,” Sellers says. “That takes some of the

says. “We’ve also taken this time to connect with friends

stress out of entertaining during these times.”

we don’t see as often, which has been really great. It’s also

The couple has two spots for outdoor entertaining—
a screened-in back porch with a grill and dining table,

a huge perk that we’ve saved money by cooking and
drinking at home instead of always going out.”
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The coffee table reflects Wanek’s industrial
aesthetic, paired with a midcentury armchair that
once belonged to Sellers’ grandmother. Sellers
photographed the botanical scene over the couch
at the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden. The
couple held their 2019 wedding at the Botanical
Garden, which is also where Sellers’ parents were
married. Sellers and Wanek have lived in their
1400-square-foot home for six years.
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Left: In addition to the greenery found
in every corner of their home, these
shelves hold a collection of things
Sellers and Wanek love—a microscope
that belonged to Wanek’s scienceteacher grandfather, a framed photo of
Wanek from their trip to Thailand, and a
record player Sellers gave Wanek for
his birthday.
Above: “I love vintage glass and I like
to find it in these cool tones that match
our house,” Sellers says. “I found the
painting at A Okay Antiques in Valley
Junction.”
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The couple’s kitchen is the
product of a year’s worth of
serious elbow grease. They
painted knotty pine cabinets in
Valspar’s “Blind Date,” covered
laminate counters with DIY
concrete, tiled the backsplash,
and added new cabinet
hardware and lighting.
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WHERE YOU BUILD MORE THAN HOUSES.
YOU BUILD A REPUTATION.
WHERE WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE BUT
WEAR A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT UNIFORM.
WHERE PRODUCTS AREN’T SIMPLY
PICKED UP, THEY’RE CHOSEN.
WELCOME HOME.

BUILDING MATERIALS / WINDOWS + DOORS / FLOOR COVERING / CABINETS + COUNTERTOPS
PATIO DECKS / ROOFING / SIDING / TRUSSES + HOME PLANS

WE PROUDLY CARRY:

BUILDING
RELATIONSHIPS
SINCE 1856.

VISIT AN IDEA CENTER

WAUKEE / ALTOONA / CORALVILLE / MARION

www.GilcrestJewett.com

FIND IDEAS
AND INSPIRATION

dsmmagazine.com/dsmhome-dreamitdoitguide
BU ILD IT • S E LL IT/ BU Y IT • DE S IG N IT • RE MODE L IT • RE FRE S H IT • L A N DSCA PE IT
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WHAT’S
SO
FUNNY?
“Schitt’s Creek,”
“Derry Girls,” and
“I Mom So Hard,”
for starters.
Given all that
2020 was and
believing that a good
guffaw is the best
form of therapy,
we asked community
leaders what
makes them laugh.
Turn the page to
find out what they
told us.
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‘The Beverly
Hillbillies’
My own
general
clumsiness
#imomsohard
Chuck
Klosterman
books
Roxanne Conlin

Don Coffin

Kristi Knous

Jay Byers
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Don Coffin

Teree Caldwell-Johnson

Richard Deming, M.D.

President and CEO, Bankers Trust

CEO, Oakridge Neighborhood

Medical director of MercyOne Cancer

Getting caught having my own private

Center and founder of Above and

I love to laugh at silly things. The movie
“Caddy Shack” comes to mind, or other

dance party in my car. I tend to groove

Beyond Cancer

mindless movies that many people

out when I’m driving. When caught I can

I recently assembled a group of cancer

don’t find funny. … I even find laughter

do nothing other than laugh and take

patients together to share poetry

in my own general clumsiness, which

solace enjoying my “me-time moments!”

around a campfire. Some of the poems

often happens in front of groups. For

we shared were deep and meaningful

example, on a virtual call I spoke for

Marty Martin

(Mary Oliver, Rumi, Rilke). However, the

more than three minutes while on mute,

President, Drake University

poems of Shel Silverstein from his 1974

thinking that everyone waving was just
cheering me on. That was fun. More
recently, I spilled an entire pot of coffee
during an in-person, socially distanced
board meeting. I think the president of
the board was more flabbergasted than
me! I believe it’s good to find humor in
these small moments.
Kristi Knous
President, Community Foundation of
Greater Des Moines
I’m obsessed with the ladies from
“I Mom SO Hard” (#imomsohard).
I watch some of their antics on YouTube
over and over again, especially the
swimsuit, facial hair and Spanx
episodes. (Check them out if you
haven’t.) They are so real and
vulnerable. I join them in laughing so
hard snot flies and tears flow. What a
great escape!

“Derry Girls”
on Netflix

and watching our dog’s daily battle to
keep squirrels out of our yard—one
benefit of working from home most days.
Roxanne Conlin

Attorney
I have a weakness for old sitcoms—
even the “The Beverly Hillbillies”—[plus]
“Designing Women,” “Murphy Brown”
and virtually anything from the ’60s and
’70s. My ARL foster kittens always make
me laugh, and I joke about needing
some kitten time every couple of hours.
My husband makes me laugh every day
and has for 56 years.

collection, “Where the Sidewalk Ends,”
got all of us laughing out loud. One of
my favorites is “Sarah Cynthia Sylvia
Stout would not take the garbage out.”
Laughter is definitely good medicine.
Mike Draper
Founder and owner of Raygun
For some reason, I never got around to
watching any “Parks and Recreation,” so
always just pretended to get the “Treat
yo self” and “Pawnee vs. Eagleton”
references here at the store. However,
having entirely missed all 126 episodes
has turned out to be a blessing during
the pandemic because it has filled up
over a month of my wife’s and my
evenings. The show is absolutely
perfect, and perfect to watch this year.

Jay Byers
President and CEO, Greater
Des Moines Partnership
I find Chuck Klosterman books to be
very amusing. Recent TV series that
crack my wife and me up include “The
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel” and “Cobra
Kai.” Watching “The Simpsons” and
“Futurama” with my daughter always
makes us laugh. I also am a big fan of
“Napoleon Dynamite.”
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‘Schitt’s
Creek’
Tar Macias

TV news
bloopers
Tiffany Tauscheck

The
16-second
smile
Emily Abbas
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Emily Abbas

Elisabeth Buck

Senior vice president, chief consumer

President, United Way of Central Iowa

Chris Kramer
Director, Iowa Department of

banking and marketing officer,

There are obvious things like playing

Cultural Affairs

Bankers Trust

with my granddaughter or enjoying

I love laughing with friends and family,

Things that make me laugh almost

a favorite show—I love “Schitt’s

especially my three kids. They can do

always come from the totally unexpected.

Creek”!—but also the little moments

impressions on cue [and] have some

I wish I could create those situations—

that are so strange for us all now, [like]

amazing dance moves. Actually, I love

wouldn’t that be great? I’ve found the
next best thing is choosing to have
a happy and positive frame of mind.
It takes just 16 seconds, no joke, and
I learned it from a minister who called it
the “16-Second Smile.” It feels like a
ridiculously long time to smile for no
reason—and always boosts my mood.
Try it! The best part is it is contagious.

when
someone
forgets to
unmute
themselves

watching anybody dance. It fills me with
so much joy. Oh, and, of course, “Parks
and Recreation.”
Frank Cownie
Mayor of Des Moines
My granddaughter, Natalie, who speaks
eloquently in the third person:
“Grandpa, Natalie likes cupcakes!”

When someone sees you smiling, their

and we all laugh because we’ve been

My partner, Tina, when she dryly (off-

brain will compel them to smile back

there, or sharing our feelings about

the-record) muses on the highs and

and, given karma, perhaps set the stage

what we can’t wait to do when the world

for an unexpected, good laugh.

gets back to normal.

Tar Macias

Tiffany Tauscheck

Founder of Hola America
“Schitt’s Creek.” Not only does it make
you laugh, it makes you cry, and it
makes you think.
Renee Hardman
CEO, Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Central Iowa
My puppy Faith, a Yorkie and Shih Tzu
mix. I laugh at how she plays with her
toys, fusses around with a little rug, and

Chief operating officer, Greater
Des Moines Partnership
I can always count on “The Office”
to make me laugh. Some of my other
favorites for a chuckle include
“Schitt’s Creek,” old-school “SNL”
episodes, and TV news bloopers. And,
after more than 15 years together,
my husband’s dry sense of humor can
still make me laugh so hard I cry.

lows of public service. And, the movie
“Wedding Crashers.”
Angela Walker Franklin
President and CEO, Des Moines
University
My husband, Thaddeus, and I find great
joy and laughter when we have time
with our 4-year-old granddaughter,
Harper. At this age, every day includes
the magic of discovery and make
believe. One moment she is a teacher or
doctor, the next a princess in a magical
land, and everything in between. Her
convictions and statements are often

almost unmakes my bed to get it just

hilarious and refreshing. Then there is ...

the way she wants. And when I come

sliding down carpeted stairways to see

home, she always wipes away the

who can get to the bottom first.

stress from my day.

Laughter abounds in her presence.

☺
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WRITER:
MICHAEL MORAIN

Levi Robb is shown here applying
printing ink and automotive
grease to an abandoned semitrailer in a salvage yard near
Morning Sun in eastern Iowa. It’s
part of his process for creating
his junkyard monoprints.
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BEAUTIFUL
CHAOS

DES MOINES
ARTIST AND
ARCHITECT
LEVI ROBB
TRANSFORMS
JUNKYARD
CARS,
ICELANDIC
BLACK SAND,
FROZEN
CHARLOTTE
DOLLS, AND
OTHER
UNEXPECTED
OBJECTS INTO
COMPELLING
ART.
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he cars at Jerry Carney & Sons have seen better

Even as a kid, Robb marveled at the old cars and

		

days. Windows are shattered or missing. Wheels

tractors that all ended up in the same place. When he was

		

are long gone. Stacks of flattened sedans and 		

10, he snapped a photo of a row of pickup trucks that won

		

pickups, some piled a dozen high, cover 45 acres

a ribbon at the Iowa State Fair.

		

on the south side of Ames.
Most people call this place a junkyard, but 		

		
		

Levi Robb sees it differently.
“This is a goldmine,” he says. “It’s just about

changing your perspective. It’s about how you look at stuff.”
The Des Moines artist and architect is drawn to what

He worked as a garbage collector and then on a roadpainting crew to pay his way at Iowa State, earning an
architecture degree in 2011. He now works at BNIM in
downtown Des Moines, where he is helping to design the
new Stanley Museum of Art at the University of Iowa.
All of those jobs inform Robb’s artwork, which he’s

he calls the “beautiful chaos” here among the Toyota and

exhibited throughout the United States—Iowa, Kansas,

Buick carcasses that have been cast aside and forgotten,

Idaho, New York—and as far as Iceland and Sweden. His

left to rust and turn into inadvertent sculpture.

prints and sculptures trace a fine line between trash and

“I think about all the history here,” he says. “Each one
of these has its own story.”
Robb, who recently received an Iowa Artist Fellowship

treasure, a distinction often defined only by time or location.
“If you’re hiking, you might come across an [ancient] ax
head, and 10 feet away you’ll find a smashed beer can from

from the Iowa Arts Council, likes to capture those stories

the 1960s,” he says. “Sometimes, just putting those things

by making prints. With a roller, he coats parts of old

side by side, that’s enough. I don’t have to say much else.”

vehicles with a mixture of ink and motor oil and then
presses them with paper. The resulting prints show layers

FROZEN CHARLOTTE

of texture and the rainbow sheen of an oil slick. The

Several years ago, on a homestead near his old stomping

vehicles are part of the artwork, too, retaining his

grounds in Des Moines County, Robb unearthed a Frozen

handiwork like graffiti or a smudgy tattoo.
“I’ve always been attracted to that raw gritty aesthetic,”
he says. “I grew up playing in a junkyard.”

Charlotte doll, a common toy from the 1850s through the
1920s and so named because its body was molded from
a solid piece of porcelain, without moving arms or legs.
He decided to cast a replica in concrete—and then

SALVAGE AND WRECKAGE

cast a thousand more. Once every day or so for four years,

Robb, 34, hails from southeast Iowa, where one of his

he mixed a batch of concrete in his kitchen, poured it into

grandfathers ran a Sinclair station in Mediapolis, about

the mold, let it set for 20 minutes and then, he recalls,

15 miles north of Burlington. A great-uncle owned a salvage

“cleaned off the counter to make tacos or whatever.” (Since

yard and wrecking business a few miles north of town, on

his recent fellowship came with a $10,000 grant, he looks

the road toward Morning Sun.

forward to moving out of his kitchen and into Mainframe
Continues on page 86

Levi Robb created this “Junkyard Field Print”
with ink and automotive grease on archival
paper. The prints in the series show layers of
texture and the sheen of an oil slick.
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Above: “Till No – 1” reflects on “the reciprocal
relationship of human and landscape—what people and
culture hold to be sacred, what is considered
commodity, and the impact of time,” Robb says.
Completed in 2019, the work consists of automotive
finish powder, coated steel, and Kansas chert.
Above right: As an artist-in-residence in Iceland, Robb
made “Sacred Landscape,” a series of monoprints
created with volcanic black sand and ink on paper.
“I created the prints while thinking through relationships
of industry and wilderness,” he says.
Right: Inspired by the Frozen Charlotte doll, a popular
19th-century toy, Robb decided to cast a replica in
concrete—and then to cast a thousand more. He has
exhibited the collection in Iowa and Iceland.
Opposite page: Robb completed “Red April” last spring
during the early part of the pandemic, not as a
commentary on COVID-19 itself, he says, but as a way
of “placing the work at a moment in time.” It is made of
cast acrylic and highway glass on a wood frame.
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Robb discussed this once with a friend who told him,
“Man, if you ever pass away and they go through your stuff,
I’ll have a lot of explaining to do.” After all, who has a
thousand concrete dolls?
FINDING INSPIRATION

But everybody collects stuff, even by accident.
Midwesterners who lived through the Depression taught
their kids to tuck things away because, well, you just never
know. Robb hangs onto things because he never knows
when or how inspiration might strike.
But it tends to strike him outdoors. He hikes a lot in
Iowa and walks a section of the Appalachian Trail every fall
with a group of friends. In 2018, he was an artist-in-resident
at the Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve, in Kansas, and in
Iceland, where “the whole country is like one big national
park on steroids,” he says.
He made a series of elegant prints with ink and
Icelandic black sand. When Olson-Larsen Galleries owner
Susan Watts hung them all in a row in her West Des
Moines space, she likened them to a piece of sheer fabric
blowing in the wind.
“They’re just these wonderfully amorphous forms—
almost ethereal,” she says. “He just really, really plays with
process and materials in such interesting ways.”
She admires his mixed-media paintings, too, which
shimmer with finely ground bits of glass. It’s the same
LEVI ROBB

ingredient in the reflective paint Robb used during his stint
with the county road crew.
‘HIGHWAY HYPNOSIS’

Continued from page 82

More recently, as everyone hunkered down during the

Studios. He also plans to hire help from a fabrication shop

COVID-19 pandemic, Robb teamed up with Los Angeles

to construct some bigger projects.)

artist Nicolas Cage (not the actor) to create a virtual project

like the famous terra-cotta warriors from China’s

called “Highway Hypnosis.” It pairs automobile-inspired
prints with videos of the open road.
Cage used to work in a garage where he helped build

2,200-year-old imperial tomb. Since then he’s installed it in

muscle cars and appreciates Robb’s roots in the world of

galleries in Des Moines and Reykjavik (and at both places,

hard work.

a few dolls went AWOL).
Even as Robb digs up discarded junk from past
generations, he wonders what we will leave behind for

His art “is driven by these very necessary jobs,” Cage
says. “He can take something that’s pretty simple or
mundane and then imbue with magic.”

■

scavengers of the future. What will 21st-century landfills

Michael Morain manages communications for the Iowa Department of

teach 22nd-century historians?

Cultural Affairs, which oversees the Iowa Arts Council.
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PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

Robb has exhibited the Frozen Charlotte collection
in a grain bin near Morning Sun, where the dolls lined up

QUALITY, CRAFTSMANSHIP & EXCELLENCE
Teal Creek Homes brings over two and a half
decades of professional building experience
to the Des Moines Metro Area.
Jim Young, our principal, possesses a keen eye for detail that
ensures each home we build meets our incredibly high quality
building standards. Jim is a LEED certified member of the
U.S. Green Building Council, a credential held by less than 1%
of residential builders. LEED principles focus on integrating
“Green” building practices that leverage the highest levels of
energy efficiency, far exceeding Energy Star 3.0 requirements.
Our dedication to stay ahead of building trends and advances
in building technology ensures that your home will be one
you enjoy owning for many years to come.

Jim and Julie Young
515-554-0327
tealcreekhomes.com
julie@dsmnewhomes.com

HOME
Design Awards
Congratulations to the finalists
of our first-ever dsm Home
Design Awards. In a blind review
process, a panel of expert judges
selected the following projects.
Gold, Silver and Bronze honorees
will be noted in the March/April
issue of dsm magazine
and announced at the dsm Home
Design Awards on March 9.

SEE PAGE 90 FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE
DSM HOME DESIGN AWARDS VIRTUAL EVENT ON MARCH 9.
VIEW ALL FINALISTS AND VOTE ON YOUR
FAVORITES AT DSMHOMEDESIGNAWARDS.COM

Congratulations to the dsm Home Design Awards finalists.
Gold, Silver, Bronze and Readers’ Choice winners will be announced at the
March 9 virtual dsm Home Design Awards.
INTERIORS
Bath: Projects Contemporary Furniture • Texturious Designs • Eden & Gray Design Build •
Rosalie Gallagher Designs, Ltd.
Dining Room: K. Renee Home • The Kenilworth House • Liz Lidgett Gallery and Design
Large Kitchen: AIM Kitchen & Bath • Elizabeth Erin Designs • Jillian Lare Interior Design •
Modern Touches • Projects Contemporary Furniture
Living Room: Black Birch Homes and Design • The Elements at Prairie Trail • Rosalie Gallagher Designs, Ltd.
Master Suite: K. Renee Home • Remodeling Contractors • Silent Rivers Design+Build
Small Kitchen: MBG Renovation • Modern Studio • Teal Creek Homes
Specialty Room: Aaron’s Home Improvement, Inc. • Design 2 Build • Eden & Gray Design Build •
Grand Homes & Renovations

EXTERIORS
Deck/Patio/Porch: Ground Breaker Homes • Kimberley Development • Silent Rivers Design+Build
Outdoor Kitchen: K&V Homes, Inc. • Outdoor Transformations
Residential Landscape Design: Kimberley Development • Outdoor Transformations*
Residential Swimming Pool/Spa/Water Feature: K&V Homes, Inc. • Kimberley Development •
Silent Rivers Design+Build

HOMES
Addition Project: Grand Homes & Renovations • Silent Rivers Design+Build
Contemporary Architecture: Imprint Architects • Novak Design Group • Plan Architecture •
Rowland Construction Company • Substance Architecture
Historic Renovation/Remodel: Barnum Floors • K&V Homes, Inc. • Zenith Design + Build
Room Remodel Before/After: The Kitchen & Bath Company • Michelle Pulver Designs •
Wild Rose Interiors
Traditional Architecture: Ahmann Design, Inc. • Imprint Architects • Silent Rivers Design+Build

D E TA I L S
Decorative Glass and Mirror: Kimberley Development • Meghan Blum Interiors
Fireplace: Kimberley Development* • Meghan Blum Interiors
Interior/Exterior Lights: Kimberley Development • Lighting Bug Outdoor Lighting & Electric*
Millwork: Kimberley Development* • Meghan Blum Interiors
Stone and Tile: K&V Homes, Inc. • Modern Studio
* PLACED TWICE IN THE CATEGORY

HOME

Design Awards

Tuesday, March 9, 2021, 4-6 p.m., virtual

PRESENTING SPONSOR:

Join us on March 9 as we announce the Gold, Silver, Bronze
and Readers’ Choice award winners in our first-ever dsm
Home Design Awards celebration presented by Community
State Bank. The dsm Home Design Awards finalists were
selected by a panel of seven judges who are experts in the
fields of art, interior design, architecture and more. The

SILVER SPONSORS:
SPECTRUM LIGHTING
GILCREST JEWETT
WARNERS’ STELLIAN

process was blind—meaning none of the judges knew who
was behind each project. The panel includes:

KIM AUGSPURGER, president and owner of Saxton, Inc., a commercial
interior design company located in downtown Des Moines.
CLAUDIA CACKLER, executive director of the Iowa Architectural Foundation
and former head of the American Institute of Architects Iowa.
JEFF FLEMING, director of the Des Moines Art Center.
ANGELA JACKSON, attorney and owner of the Great Frame Up, an art
gallery and custom framing business in West Des Moines.
JAE HWA LEE, Ph.D., assistant professor at the Iowa State College of Design.
She has received awards from the Interior Design Educators Council and the
Environmental Design Research Association.
STEPHEN ORR, vice president and group editorial director at Meredith Corp.
and editor-in-chief of Better Homes and Gardens.
NEIL WARD, associate professor of graphic design at Drake University.

Register to attend this free, virtual event at dsmmagazine.com
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Start planning your next bucket list
adventure through OLLI at Iowa State.
Winter classes (starting in mid-January)
include Egyptian insights.
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HOME
SCHOOL
FOR
GROWNUPS
PRODUCER: BETH ESLINGER

Whether you want to
master Spanish for that
long-awaited Galapagos
Islands trip, release
your inner rock star,
or learn how to plant an
herb garden, these
online courses from local
universities, area
organizations, and
independent businesses
provide ample
opportunities to get
smart, get creative, and
get busy this winter.

Find classes on the environment,
nature, history and current events
through OLLI at Iowa State.
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ZOOM U

GROW YOUR GARDEN SKILLS

With about 50 classes each spring and

students participate in both programs.

The Greater Des Moines Botanical

fall, Drake University’s RaySociety

Annual membership and course fees

Garden is shifting to online education

delivers something for every curiosity.

are also part of the ISU initiative.

this year. The organization’s winterlong

The lifelong learning program allows
members to do deep dives into topics

For their winter program
(registration is open now, with classes

Learn on Saturdays lecture series will
go virtual this year, “enabling us to keep

such as history, the arts, math, religion,

running four weeks), OLLI is tempting

this popular program alive and bring in

current events and Iowa’s natural

students with virtual bucket list

new speakers from farther away,” says

environments. Tech classes on iPhones

adventures to environs such as Egypt

Sydney Algreen-Hunter, assistant

and iPads are perennial favorites.

and Jordan, the Galapagos Islands, and

director of education.

A $50 annual membership fee gives

Africa. Practicality is also a given with

everyone access (while the program is

OLLI this winter—courses cover

aimed at age 55 and up, any age can

philanthropy, internet usage, climate

participate and you don’t need to be a

change and more.

Drake grad). Classes—many running

The program accepts registrations

three to four weeks—start at $30 for the

until the class is full. Their spring

entire session and are taught by Drake

session runs eight weeks from mid-

professors as well as area experts.

March to early May (olli.iastate.edu).

When the pandemic hit last spring,

Speakers from around the Midwest and
Iowa teach classes on topics such as
Iowa’s historic gardens and gesneriads
(tropical flowering plants—think African
violets). You also can take virtual tours
of the Chicago Botanical Garden and
Red Fern Farm in Wapello.
Additionally, terrarium kits with how-to

RaySociety quickly pivoted to online

videos will be available for hands-on

Zoom classes. “Our students were

planting from home.

saying, ‘We still want this; we want the

(dmbotanicalgarden.com)

engagement,’” RaySociety manager
Tracy Beck says.
Beck notes the program doesn’t
repeat classes, so there’s always
something new. This spring they’re
planning 33 Zoom classes on topics
such as Black Lives Matter, astronomy,
Iowa geology and archaeology, as well
as five social events. (This past fall had
members touring and tasting at
Winterset Cidery; we hear the pours
were quite generous.)
Online instruction will likely

For more garden goodness, check out
Winterset’s Pepper Harrow Farm,
which is known for its gorgeous
cut blooms. This year, the
flower farm is producing a
seed-starting online class,
with kits shipping in March.
The farm is also providing
CSA (community-supported
agriculture) for its bouquets as
well as plants for sale in spring
(pepperharrow.com).

continue even after the pandemic.

Ted Lare in Cumming is

“I can’t imagine going forward with not
doing Zoom,” program coordinator Lisa
Cooper says.
Class registration begins in early
February for spring classes. (alumni.
drake.edu)
OLLI at Iowa State University is a

also engaging gardeners
with virtual classes and
project kits for living wreaths,
herb gardens, growing citrus and
more. January and February
offerings include taking care of
houseplants and several how-to

similar program for adults age 50 and

projects with accompanying kits

up. In fact, OLLI and RaySociety

(tedlare.com).

sometimes swap instructors, and some
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THE ULTIMATE HANDIWORK
As we students were sitting at our
wheels, a pottery teacher once mused
about people who need to keep their
hands busy. You know the types—those
who are gourmet home cooks, expert
gardeners, compulsive decorators, etc.
I definitely fall into this camp.
About a decade ago, I picked up
somewhat of a knitting obsession.
I scoured YouTube for tutorials, learned
how to read stitch charts, and even sold
a few pieces to friends and family. While
I tackled mainly simple projects,
I did find my early morning routine of
coffee, news and knitting stitches a
relaxing and grounding habit to start the
day. Call it knitting meditation, if you will.
Like every fleeting obsession, this
one passed. But when researching this
story, I rekindled my love affair with
knitting. I found this chunky knit blanket
kit through AR Workshop in Ankeny
and had to have it to cozy up for winter
Netflix binging.
Part of a national franchise, the
company offers crafting parties, kits
and virtual courses. Inside the Prairie
Trail boutique, safe social distancing
allows friends and families to create
together in person. I opted for at-home
work, watching an easy-to-follow Vimeo
video (you receive a password and link
along with the soft chenille yarn).
To my surprise, this project required
no knitting needles—it’s created just
with your hands. All you need is a large
PHOTOGRAPHY © AR WORKSHOP® 2019

work surface as the blanket ends up
measuring about 40x50 inches. The
project was fast and forgiving (as the
video describes) and a good
reintroduction to working with yarn
(arworkshop.com). —Beth Eslinger
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MUSIC LESSONS FROM AFAR
“For adults that are looking for a new way
to challenge themselves … music is
a really fantastic avenue,” says Sophia
Ahmad, owner and founder of
Des Moines-based Mobile Music
Lessons. Her business connects those
seeking music lessons with experienced
instructors.
Mobile Music Lessons helps
students begin with a new instrument or
perfect their music education.
Instructors teach piano, guitar, cello,
violin, percussion and more, and lessons
are available in person and online.
“Research shows that playing an
instrument is really a great workout for
your brain,” Ahmad says.
(mobilemusiclessons.com).
For those wanting to release their
inner rock star, West Des Moines’
School of Rock Adult Program groups
students into bands (though we can’t
promise Jack Black as your instructor).
The program includes one private and
one group lesson every week, all
leading up to performing a live show.
(locations.schoolofrock.com/
westdesmoines)
Through Rieman Music’s
extensive music video library, you can
play Grateful Dead classics, the blues
guitar, the mandolin and more. Videos
are available for instant download after
paying a small fee. The music store also
continues to offer in-person classes
(riemanmusic.com).
At Roosevelt Shopping Center’s
Central Iowa Music Lab, musicians
pair with students of all ages who are
just starting out or wanting to perfect
existing skills. Currently about 95% of
the offerings are virtual (centraliowamusiclab.com). —Allaire Nuss
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Discover many more local
online learning options—
including a wide variety of
intriguing classes from
DMACC as well as art and
culinary coursework—at
dsmmagazine.com.

It’s Your Time
to Shine
You’ve risen to every challenge in a tough
year—now it’s time to take the next step.
The University of Iowa offers part-time
master’s programs to help you become
disruption-ready, forward-thinking, and
indispensable to your employer. So you’re
ready for anything.

PROFESSIONAL MBA | EXECUTIVE MBA | ONLINE MBA
MASTER OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS

BusinessatIowa.com
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BARNUM FLOORS
Building recovered reclaimed solid Heart pine in 5”, 7” & 9” widths. Wood was reclaimed from the King Phillips Mill in
Fall River, Massachusetts. The textile mill was built in the 1870s and these are the beams that held these buildings up. The
mill was eventually bought by the Berkshire family (Berkshire Hathaway/Warren Buffet). The demo began in 2017.
Specializing in real wood floors, solid & engineered, new installation, restoration of existing hardwood, vintage & handscraped
woods, burnished finishes, custom stains, staircases, custom borders, parquets and numerous pre-finished collections.
9460 Swanson Blvd | Des Moines, IA 50325 | www.barnumfloors.com |

515-270-2211
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WINE AND CHEESE 2.0
Along with face mask-sewing,
sourdough-baking and puzzleassembling, virtual happy hours were
among the biggest trends of 2020. And
they’re showing no signs of slowing as
we head into 2021—especially if
Winefest and the Cheese Shop have
anything to say about it.
Both local brands pivoted during
the pandemic, leading several Facebook
Live or Zoom classes that took their
events to the next level. That’s because
they were not restricted to culinary pros
in our geographic location.
Coordinated by Winefest executive
director Natasha Sayles and Cheese
Shop owner C.J. Bienert, the wine and
cheese class I Zoomed showcased a
world of knowledge. The $60 ticket also
included a bottle of red and white wine
as well as Spanish and Italian cheeses.
Our own fromage phenom, Bienert,
shared his insights alongside Brian
Jewell, a St. Louis-based wine pro. The
event included deep dives into how the
wines and cheeses were made.
Ash Ratcliffe, the South Australian
owner of Ricca Terra Vintners,
explained his obscure varietals and how
his processes might change as the
climate warms. Then Lydia Burns, a
cheese educator for Rogers Collection
importers, coached us on all things
Mediterranean cheese. All the while,
attendees could chime in via the
comment box with questions.
Both Winefest and the Cheese
Shop plan to continue hosting online
events in early 2021, so follow both on
Facebook to be among the first to know
about their upcoming events.
(winefestdesmoines.com; thecheeseshopdsm.com) —Karla Walsh
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It takes a
strong foundation
to be in business
for 100 years.

With a commitment to quality service and products,

L E AC H M A N LU M B E R WA S B U I LT TO L A S T.
Commercial contractors and homebuilders — large and small — have trusted us to provide the
materials necessary for their projects. As we look towards the next 100 years, competitive prices,
accurate deliveries and an experienced team complete the framework of continued success.
But most importantly, one thing will remain the same. Customers will still be served by our
simple promise: Leachman Lumber. Where there’s a material difference.

Lumber | Design Services | Windows + Doors | Siding | Free Estimates

1921 Hubbell Avenue | Des Moines | 515.265.1621 | leachmanlumber.com
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Navigating
Uncertainty
WRITER: STEVE DINNEN
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

Investors are sailing into uncharted waters in 2021, left to
map a course against the currents of a new national
government—with changed priorities—a health crisis, and
an economy that has been seriously disrupted.
You can go it alone as an investor, but you don’t need to.
Better to tap into the guidance that some top-ranked
wealth builders offered dsm.
The question we posed to each adviser was the same:
“What is the one piece of advice you have for
managing your portfolio in 2021, given the uncertainty
of the pandemic and the economy?”
Find their answers on the following pages.
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Deniz
Franke

Kent
Kramer

Stoy
Hall

Private Wealth Adviser

Chief Investment Officer

Founder and CEO

Franke Miller Group

Foster Group

Black Mammoth

All too often I see other advisers

The most important advice in the

At Black Mammoth, we are telling

attempt to “sell” clients simply on

face of uncertainty is to always

our clients that a realistic opinion

performance. The key in building a

understand the purpose, and

for 2021 is nearly impossible

portfolio is to focus on risk-

therefore your time horizon, for

without assumptions, so for this

adjusted returns. There are great

every investment. The potential for

press deadline in mid-November,

performing stocks and funds;

surprises (positive and negative)

we will assume Joe Biden is

however, you have to assess the

exists every year. Wise investors

president, COVID will be improved

level of risk you’re taking in order

embrace uncertainty as a constant.

by the spring (travel is open,

to achieve that return.
When I hear someone tell me

Time horizon is so crucial

vaccine is out, few restrictions),

because if you know you’ll need

and we get the same stimulus as

that they made a significant income

liquidity for certain goals or

we did earlier this year.

last year, my first thought is to find

expenses in the next month or in

out what their expenses were.

six months, those dollars need to

a huge rebound in the travel market,

Hence, the word “profit” comes

be held in very low-risk

real estate investment trusts

into play, which provides a much

investments like cash and short-

(REITs), and the energy sector. This

clearer picture in terms of how well

term high-quality bonds.

is due to pent-up demand for travel,

one did or did not do.  
The same concept applies to

As we’ve learned again thanks

We believe next year will see

along with a presidency focused on

to COVID-19, interest rates, stock

clean energy. Opportunities we will

investing. If you focus only on

and bond markets, and economic

be investing in and watching will be

performance without looking at the

conditions can turn in a matter of

the commercial real estate and

risk associated with those returns,

days or even hours. When that

Vrbo-type properties and stocks as

you see just half the picture. Risk

happens and everyone is heading

people will travel and shy away

metrics come in a plethora of forms

for the exits, the dollars you need

from crowded hotels—they will

with fancy names. However, the

should be as insulated as possible

want seclusion.

concept is rather simple: Instead of

from the kind of downward

focusing on returns, focus on

momentum that occurred last

correction out another 12 to 18

returns per unit of risk. Risk

February and March.

months, as our core economy is

management is a critical part of our

Money that is meant to grow

This will only extend the next

still not healthy and has been

investment process, and we remain

for the next 10 to 20 years in

overvalued for a couple of years.

focused on the bigger (more

preparation for retirement does not

Without these assumptions, this

accurate) picture of risk-adjusted

need the liquidity of short-term

correction is within 10 months, in

returns for our clients.

investments. For these long-term

our opinion.

dollars, certain kinds of risk and
uncertainty are actually favorable.
Stock market risk is associated with
higher expected long-term returns,
the kind of return that outpaces
inflation and builds wealth.
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“Wise
investors
embrace
uncertainty
as a
constant.”
KENT KRAMER

DENIZ FRANKE

STOY HALL
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Clinton
Akerberg

Chris
Cook

Dennis
Markway

Managing Partner

Chief Investment Strategist

Certified Financial Planner

The Wealth Consulting Group

Gilbert & Cook Inc.

Iron Horse Wealth Management LLC

Stay invested, and buy the dips!

I am not going to tell you to “stay the

My advice to investors given the

course.” I am going to advise that you

uncertainty of the pandemic and

year in many respects, one of which

chart the course under the calmest

economy comes from the ages.

was the most violent stock market

mindset that you can conjure up

Persian poets, Jewish folklore,

sell-off and recovery in history. While

amid elections and COVID.

Abraham Lincoln and George

2020 has been an unprecedented

there are many uncertainties

Periods of stress change our

Harrison have all said it in their own

surrounding COVID-19 and what this

thinking. Humans change their minds,

winter will bring, the market appears

second-guess, feel regret and feel

to be looking forward into 2021 with

blame. So, on a Sunday afternoon,

are transitory, so focus on what will

with no screens going and no markets

endure. And what will endure are

a jovial eye.
Despite the positive outlook,
market dips are inevitable and can

way: This too shall pass.
The risks we see and feel today

open, set a 10-year course you can

your goals, so make sure that every

stay true to. Balance your 10-plus-

day, week, month and year you are

provide incredible buying

year optimism (you should have

making incremental steps

opportunities for the savvy investor

some) with your near-term needs.

on that path.

who finds clarity when the herd is

Investors can fail in times of

Nevertheless, as we move

frightened. If COVID-19 continues on

extreme pessimism or optimism by

further into 2021, I expect the

the current trajectory or if we do not

extrapolating current events into the

economy to continue to improve,

experience a peaceful transition of

future. Things will not be bad/good

interest rates to stay low, and people

power, further uncertainty may take

forever. You do not want to be a

to be able to get back to work—all of

hold, which begets market

forced seller or lose your nerve at the

which will have a positive impact on

opportunity.

market bottom last March. This

the markets and investing.  

Americans currently have three
times more savings sitting on the

period of stress, like those before it,
has retaught those lessons.

So, while 2020 has been full of
challenges, uncertainty and ominous

sidelines than historical averages. Use

weather, those storm clouds will

it wisely, and remember: Buy the dips!

break with bluer skies in 2021.
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E XPERT

WISDOM
FROM DES MOINES’
TOP FINANCIAL
PROFESSIONALS

- SPONSORED CONTENT SECTION -

EXPERT

BANK IOWA

FINANCE
Q: HOW CAN PEOPLE PLAN FOR PERIODS

Q: WHEN IS IT OK TO FINANCE A PURCHASE THROUGH DEBT?

OF MARKET VOLATILITY?

A: As long as a client has an adequate down payment and can afford

A: I always tell my clients there are four easy

to purchase a product, it is okay to finance a purchase through debt.

ways to prepare for market volatility:

It’s recommended not to finance when your overall debt ratio is over

• Understand and consider financial risks

40% of your total income.

the future may hold.

Q: HOW SHOULD I APPROACH PAYING DOWN DEBT?

• Build a strong relationship with a
financial advisor.

• Continue to build adequate savings that

John Rathjen

will withstand vulnerable periods in your life.

• Diversify your savings.

Q: WHAT ARE SOME RULES FOR MONTHLY SAVING?
A: Work toward saving at least six months of incoming monthly

expenses and then building up to save at least 10% of your net

income. Track what you spend every month and create a budget to
see if there’s money to put toward your savings goal.

A: Be disciplined by paying off your credit card debt first then focus
on paying off any consumer debt such as auto or home loans.

If there is room in your budget, consider accelerating debt payments
by making a double payment. An extra payment here or there can
consolidate your debt faster over time.

Q: ANYTHING ELSE YOU’D LIKE TO ADD?
A: Start making a savings plan as soon as possible and be

disciplined with that plan. Turn the idea of reliance toward debt into a
future investment. To be disciplined, look at your lifestyle and adjust
to meet your savings budget and living means.

- SPONSORED CONTENT SECTION -

E XPERT

FRANKE MILLER GROUP

FINANCE
Q: HOW CAN PEOPLE PLAN FOR PERIODS OF MARKET

Q: WHAT ARE SOME PIECES OF MONEY ADVICE FOR

VOLATILITY?

SOMEONE CLOSE TO RETIREMENT?

A: Market volatility is unavoidable, therefore anyone that is invested

A: As you’re approaching retirement you should closely analyze how

in the market should be prepared for some type of volatility, whether

your expenses will change and when you plan to take social security.

that be big or small swings in the market. However, the fluctuation of

When you’re in retirement it is a good idea to reduce the volatility

volatility depends on your asset allocation and risk tolerance.

of your portfolio to potentially provide you with income for the next

Q: WHAT ARE SOME TRIED AND TRUE PIECES OF ADVICE

several years.

YOU HAVE FOR SAVING FOR RETIREMENT?

Q: WHAT ARE SOME RULES FOR MONTHLY SAVING?

A: Saving for retirement is something you work on throughout your

A: Build a comfortable amount for your savings through your budget.

lifetime. While preparing for a life after retirement, there are some

After your cash reserve has been built up and the money has

tax opportunities you can take advantage of. As a general rule

been put away, you should only use this reserve in an emergency

you should try saving at least 30% of your overall income for your

situation. Also, look at increasing your savings contributions by a

retirement fund.

percentage you’re comfortable with each year.

This is a paid advertisement.
Franke Miller Group, a private wealth advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC
Ameriprise Financial, Inc. does not offer tax or legal advice. Consult with a tax advisor or attorney.
The Compass is a trademark of Ameriprise Financial, Inc.
Investment advisory products and services are made available through Ameriprise Financial
Services, LLC, a registered investment adviser.
Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC, Member FINRA and SIPC.
© 2020 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
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GILBERT & COOK

FINANCE
Q: HOW DO YOU DEFINE “WEALTH”?

Q: WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF BEING AN INDEPENDENT RIA?

A: Wealth is more than a well-allocated portfolio or great possessions.

A: High-net wealth requires complex solutions. As an independent

It’s about meaningful relationships and the values and experiences you

Registered Investment Adviser, we can tap into the resources of a vast

hold dear.

array of companies and service providers. Our independence allows us

We empower others to “Live a Life of Abundance.” How you define
abundance is a unique— and important—question. At Gilbert and

flexibility in investment options, customization to your family’s mission,
and access to global investment opportunities.

Cook, we help you determine what it means for your life and set

Whether you’re retiring, selling your business, receiving an inheritance,

financial priorities based on that definition. We will track your priorities

going through a divorce, dealing with the loss of a spouse, or just

and progress, ensuring that you are on the right track to living the life

questioning your financial future, the team at Gilbert and Cook can give

of abundance you deserve.

you clarity and instill confidence in making important wealth decisions.
Call our office at 515-270-6444 to schedule your complimentary
first visit or check out GilbertCook.com to learn more.

Disclosure: Gilbert & Cook, Inc. is a Registered Investment Adviser. Advisory services are only offered to clients where Gilbert & Cook, Inc. and its representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure.
Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible loss of principal capital. No advice may be rendered by Gilbert & Cook, Inc. unless a client service agreement is in place.

S O P H I S T I C AT E D D E S I G N
for everyday living
Meghan Blum Interiors is a full-service
design firm based in the Des Moines
metro. We turn beautiful concepts into a
place you love to live. No matter the size
of the project, we handle every detail from
the initial meeting to final touches.

9351 swanson blvd, suite b, clive | 515-277-6144
www.meghanbluminteriors.com

JUDITH SCHAECHTER:
PATH TO PARADISE
FEBRUARY 12 – MAY 23, 2021
ANNA K. MEREDITH AND BLANK ONE GALLERIES
ORGANIZED BY THE MEMORIAL ART GALLERY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

JUSTIN FAVELA:
CENTRAL AMERICAN
JULY 16 – OCTOBER 24, 2021
ANNA K. MEREDITH GALLERY AND MEIER ATRIUM

LOUIS FRATINO:

THE TENDERNESS THE
TENDERNESS IS REVEALED
NOVEMBER 6, 2021 – FEBRUARY 6, 2022

LIVING IN YOUR HOME OFFICE?
IMPROVE THE VIEW. JUST ADD ART!

ANNA K. MEREDITH GALLERY

O L S O N -L A R S E N

Judith Schaechter, The Battle of Carnival and Lent, 2010–2011
Stained-glass panel / 56 x 56 inches / Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester, NY
Marion Stratton Gould Fund, Rosemary B. and James C. MacKenzie Fund, Joseph T. Simon Fund,
R. T. Miller Fund and Bequest of Clara Trowbridge Wolfard by exchange, and funds
from deaccessioning / Image courtesy of Judith Schaechter

GALLERIES

DESMOINESARTCENTER.ORG

A CONTEMPORARY GALLERY REPRESENTING THE FINEST ARTISTS IN THE MIDWEST FOR 40+ YEARS
203 FIFTH STREET WEST DES MOINES, IOWA 50265 515 277 6734 WWW.OLSONLARSEN.COM
@OLSON-LARSEN GALLERIES
SPACE Jillian Lare Interior Design

@OLGALLERIES

@OLSONLARSENGALLERIES

ENTIRELYUNEXPECTED

| PHOTO Jack Coyier | ARTWORK Gary Bowling
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A touch of lavender oil helps induce
sleep, something many of us
struggled with last year.
On the Web: Winter is the perfect
time to start planning your garden.
Go to dsmmagazine.com for tips
for setting the groundwork
for a successful spring.

3

WAYS TO LEVEL UP
DURING 2021
(THAT DON’T SUCK ALL
THE JOY OUT OF YOUR LIFE.)
WRITER: KARLA WALSH
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IT’S JANUARY, and that means that

nearly half of us have a renewed
mission, and drive, to reach our goals.
Although New Year’s resolutions
can be motivating in some ways, they
also can quickly zap the joy in our lives if
they’re restrictive, rather than additive.
(For example, “I’m going to stop eating
chocolate,” or “No carbs after noon.”)
“It seems that people end up being
disappointed as few resolutions are
actually achieved,” says Jami Haberl,
executive director of the Iowa
Healthiest State Initiative. “It’s almost
like we all know that we are going to
fail, so the minute we get off course of
that resolution, it’s a lost cause from
day one.”
To set yourself up for resolution
success, Haberl recommends starting
with one small change you can ace in
January. If you master it for four weeks,
it’s more likely to become a habit.
“And instead of beating yourself up
if you have an off day, shake it off and
remember tomorrow is a new day and
you can start again,” she says.
Above all, Haberl says, “find
something that is fun. You’ll be more
likely to actually achieve that resolution
if you don’t pick something you hate.
Being healthy shouldn’t be punishment;
it should be positive.”
With that in mind, here are three
ideas for resolutions that don’t suck—
and that actually add abundance
and goodness to your life. And
remember: If you fall off track, you don’t
lack discipline. You’re human.

Instead of the daily coffee run,
stop instead for a health-boosting
juice or smoothie to increase your
fruit and veggie intake.
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1.

EAT—AND DRINK—MORE
PRODUCE.

course at dinner) to keep your menu

Rather than cutting out a whole

feeling fresh, Schroeder suggests.

vegetables roasted as a side or main

macronutrient or food group such as fat
or carbs, focus on adding more positive

2.

MIX UP YOUR SELF-CARE
ROUTINE.

“Self-care” doesn’t have to be a New
Age concept. It’s not self-indulgent,

If you’re in a hurry, drink your produce.

either. It’s downright necessary—

elements into your menu, advises

Goodie Bowl (300 E. Grand Ave., Suite

especially when things are as

Jessica Schroeder, a registered and

160), Lifestyle Juices (2418 University

unpredictable as they have been over

licensed dietitian and the owner of

Ave.) and the Juice Company (845 42nd

the last 12 months.

Expedition Wellness in West Des Moines.

St.) are all locally owned cafes that

Since only 12% of adults meet daily fruit

offer vitamin-rich juices and smoothies

intake recommendations and just 9% hit

you can enjoy on the go.

their daily vegetable quota, she suggests
eating and drinking more produce

Jill Andersen, an Ankeny-based life
coach and host of the podcast
“Stop Shoulding Yourself,” recommends
these way to recharge and make self-

Try one new fruit or vegetable each

care a priority:

throughout the day. (Reminder: That’s

week. Get the family involved in choosing

3 cups of veggies and 2 cups of fruit.)

a new cooking method (“zoodling” your

Establish a solid wake-up routine. “If

squash, roasting radishes) or item

you rise even 10 minutes earlier than

“Fruits and vegetables are filled
with phytonutrients that can help

(passionfruit or pomegranates). In

usual, you’ll start the day ahead of the

prevent disease and improve overall

addition to mixing up your routine, this

game,” she says. “Those anxious ‘I’m

health,” she says.

will diversify the vitamins and minerals

late!’ freakouts will stop.” Use this time

your body can use.

to eat breakfast, take a different route

Here are five simple ways to pump
up the produce:

to work, or step outside to breathe
some fresh air.

Eat in season. “Fruits and vegetables
are best enjoyed in season when they

Chill out before bed. Set your bedtime

are at peak flavor, texture and the best

alarm function as a way to parent

price,” Schroeder says. Winter options

yourself. “Don’t ignore it; when it’s time

include citrus, Brussels sprouts, winter

to go to bed, get your pajamas on and

squash, potatoes and kale.

make like a toddler,” Andersen says.
Then try the Calm app to slow your

Shop locally. Support your neighbors
and score super-fresh finds by
purchasing produce grown nearby.
Winter farmers markets and Dogpatch
Urban Gardens are Schroeder’s go-tos.
Fill half your plate with vegetables at
lunch and dinner. If you’re the measuring
type, this should be about 2 cups per
meal. Vary the food temperature (cold
vegetables in a salad at lunch, hot
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Experience Excellence
AWA R D -WINNING C OU N TRY C LUB
WOR LD C L A SS G OLF C OU R SE
FA MILY F R IENDLY A TMOSPHER E
UNPA R A LLELED S ERV ICE

CHELSEA DAWN PHOTOGRAPHY

1401 Glen Oaks Drive | West Des Moines, IA 50266
515.221.9000 | glenoakscc.com
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racing thoughts and apply lavender
essential oil to ease you into slumber.
If possible, leave your phone in
another room.
Choose mental breaks instead of
breakdowns. Set the alarm on your
phone and walk away from work
midmorning and midafternoon. “Take
10 minutes to walk outside, sit in a quiet
place and meditate, or write in a journal.
Or call your best friend or your mom,”
Andersen suggests.
Expand your horizons. Try an art
class, attend a virtual networking
coffee event, start or join a book club,
or give breathwork sessions a go.

3.

SET UP AN AFFORDABLE
HOME GYM.

If you have $50: Invest in a kettlebell
that challenges you. One around 20 to

Andersen suggests checking out the

During a typical resolution season,

35 pounds is ideal for strength

event calendar at Inner Space;

gyms see more than 12% of their total

movements like squats, rows and

innerspacedsm.com. (For ideas on

yearly membership purchases within

presses, and can also transition to

local classes, turn to page 92.)

January. By the end of the month, about

training cardiovascular and power

80% of those people have stopped

movements with swings, cleans and

going or rarely attend.

snatches, Brees explains. (Google

Practice gratitude. This helps put
everything into perspective, Andersen

But 2021 will likely still be far from

video demos by trainers of all those
moves if you’re new to them.)

says: “News flash: I am not the center of

normal. Plus, exercising at home can be

the universe. Neither are you. ... Perk up

more affordable and easier to stick with,

your perspective by jotting down what

says Annie Brees, a West Des Moines-

If you have $100: Add a yoga mat for

you’re grateful for. From having food to

based personal trainer and co-founder

flexibility and cushioning. Plus, “invest

nourish your body and a bed to fall into

of the wellness company Balance365.

in as many dumbbells as you can,”

at night, create awareness around the

This way, you have more control over

Brees says. “But note the heavier the

little things that bring you joy.”

whom you share the space with, the air

dumbbells, the higher the price.

you breathe, and when you sweat. And

Dumbbells typically are priced per

the commute is pretty tough to beat.

pound.”

The key is to “invest in appropriately
challenging weights,” Brees says.
“Assuming form and technique have
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If you have $250: Set up a virtual
session with a trainer. Search “fitness

been refined, making sure exercise is

trainers” or “strength coaches.” They

appropriately challenging is key to

can walk you through how to ace that

maintaining and improving strength and

form and perhaps design a program

conditioning.”

that will accelerate your gains. ■

Doing whatever it takes to
provide essential academic
and social-emotional support
for kids who need us most
Find out how you can help the growing
impact of the Boys & Girls Clubs of
Central Iowa by visiting bgcci.org.

bgcci.org

515.242.7925
CONNECTIONS
THAT COUNT.
At the Community Foundation we
believe in the power of being better
together. We know our community
is stronger when we work and give
together to meet challenges and
opportunities.

CONNECT
Visit our website
www.GIVEdsm.org
and learn about
community needs.

CHOOSE
Sort giving opportunities based
on the causes you care about.

Local Animal
Shelter

Community
Building Project

Local Food
Pantry

GIVE

That is why we created GIVEdsm.
GIVEdsm provides a place to learn
about the needs of nonprofits in our
community and support their important
work. This is giving made simple.
This is being better together.
Visit www.GIVEdsm.org to connect
with causes you care about.

Live. Give. Better Together.

www.desmoinesfoundation.org
Give to make our community
better together.
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If you’re like those of us at dsm—and we
suspect you are—you’re eager to get
out again to experience theater and
concerts, galas and parties, festivals
and markets. So we asked local arts,
cultural and charitable organizations
what their event plans are for this year.
Of course, as we were putting this
issue together, COVID-19 was raging,
with experts predicting it would
continue throughout this winter and
spring. Therefore, all events listed here
are subject to change. The pandemic
may cause some to be postponed,
canceled, moved to a virtual format, or
altered in some other way, so please
check before going. But we all totally
know that drill by now, right? Pivoting is
indeed our new normal.
The information in this listing was
what was available at press time in midNovember. It is not intended to be
comprehensive. Please note:
• Some local arts and cultural
organizations weren’t ready to release
details of their 2021 plans yet. Pyramid
Theatre Company expects to announce
its new season sometime in January,
while Des Moines Community
Playhouse is planning its schedule 30
to 60 days out. Des Moines Performing
Arts will announce updated show dates
and other engagements at a later date.
Civic Music Association has moved
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ON
THE
TOWN
IN
2021

Superstar Gladys Knight will perform
May 23 at Hoyt Sherman Place.
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FEBRUARY 11-14

some of its originally scheduled spring
concerts to the fall, and Ballet

Des Moines Home and Garden Show,

Des Moines will air its shows on Iowa

Iowa Events Center: Featuring

PBS. Iowa Stage Theatre Company

products that relate to home

and the Des Moines Symphony will

improvement and landscaping

stream their winter and spring

(desmoineshomeandgardenshow.com).

performances.
FEBRUARY 12
“Judith Schaechter: Path to Paradise,”

• The don’t-miss party of every year,
the Bravo Gala, has been canceled for

Des Moines Art Center: Called the

2021. Held the first Saturday of

“post-punk stained-glass sorceress,”

February, the gala typically draws more

Judith Schaechter creates vibrant

than 1,000 people who gather to

panels depicting a feminist sensibility.

support the arts—and to have a grand

Exhibit runs through May 23

time socializing, dining and dancing.

(desmoinesartcenter.org).

We’ll miss you, Bravo! Also canceled is
Des Moines Metro Opera’s popular

MARCH 6

Wine and Food Showcase, also usually

Variety Telethon, Variety—the

held in February, a favorite event of
foodies, oenophiles and beer

LIVE FROM THE TEMPLE
DES MOINES SYMPHONY

enthusiasts.

Children’s Charity, Iowa Events
Center: Entertainment showcase
featuring a lineup of local, national and

JANUARY 21

international personalities

• Most nonprofit organizations we

Live From the Temple: Dance, Rhythm

(varietyiowa.com/variety-telethon).

checked with plan to host their

and Blues, Des Moines Symphony,
MARCH 9

signature fundraisers, but many did not

livestreamed: Featuring dance music

know details yet, including the date and

including Stravinsky’s “L’Historie du

Home Design Awards, dsm magazine,

whether the event would be in-person

Soldat” and Scott Joplin’s ragtime riffs

virtual: Join us for our first annual

or virtual. You’ll find a list of these

(dmsymphony.org).

organizations and their events—along
with virtual arts performances that

JANUARY 30

didn’t have specific dates at press

Rally Against Cancer, UnityPoint

time—on page 126.

home awards recognizing excellence in
interior, exterior and landscape design

Health Foundation-Des Moines,
virtual: Fundraising event to help

(dsmhomedesignawards.com).
MARCH 12
“Iowa Artists 2021: Olivia Valentine,”
Des Moines Art Center: Two

As soon as it’s safe, we hope to see you

patients and families going through one

in our concert halls, theaters, party

of the hardest fights of their lives

installations that spotlight overlooked

venues and other places around town in

(unitypoint.org/desmoines/rally-

elements of the Art Center’s iconic

2021, enjoying the arts, meeting up with

against-cancer).

architecture. Exhibit runs through

friends, and supporting our community.

May 16 (desmoinesartcenter.org).
Live From the Temple: Past and

MARCH 13

Present, Des Moines Symphony,

Robert Cray Band, Hoyt Sherman

livestreamed: From Haydn to Jessie

Place: Acclaimed musician has been

Montgomery’s multicultural tribute to
“The Start-Spangled Banner”
(dmsymphony.org).
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bridging the lines between blues, soul,
and rhythm and blues for 40 years
(hoytsherman.org).

PHOTOGRAPHER: MINDA DAVISON

FEBRUARY 11

In this new normal

The Baymont by Wyndham

is your Meeting Head Quarters to have a safe

opportunity in holding a productive meeting,

where we always

Exceed

Expectations...

• Pivot and Adjust
• Creative/Innovative
• Spacious Flexibility
• Build to Suit
• Flexible Break Out Rooms
• 3700 sq. ft. of Meeting Space
• 1-free Sleeping room for every 10 booked
• Affordable Catering Services & Room Rental
• On-site meeting planner will receive free room upgrade
• M e n t i o n t h i s a d a n d r e c e i ve 2 5 % o f f M e e t i n g Ro o m
6221 Willow Creek Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50321-9629 | 515-285-0654
www.eventsatbaymont.com
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MARCH 18

MAY 8

Live From the Temple: Spring

Bubble Ball, ChildServe, Community

Serenade, Des Moines Symphony,

Choice Credit Union Convention

livestreamed: Highlights include the

Center: Themed runway show

lyrical “Serenade in E-flat Major” by

showcasing bubble wrap creations

Strauss (dmsymphony.org).

made by designers and artists
(childserve.org/bubbleball).

APRIL 10
Ricky Skaggs, Hoyt Sherman Place:

MAY 12

Grammy Award-winning musician is

Strands of Strength, Glen Oaks

renowned for exploring various genres,

Country Club, West Des Moines:

including country, bluegrass and

Luncheon raises funds to provide wigs

roots revival (hoytsherman.org).

to women undergoing cancer treatment
(strandsofstrength.com).

APRIL 15
Live From the Temple: Fireworks and

MAY 13

Fanfare, Des Moines Symphony,

Live From the Temple: Fantaisie En

livestreamed: Brass and percussion

Francais, Des Moines Symphony,

program features works from Handel

livestreamed: Flutist James Blanchard

and Piazzolla (dmsymphony.org).

plays Faure’s expressive “Fantaisie”
(dmsymphony.org).

APRIL 16
All-Star Evening, the Robert D. and

SPRING GARDEN FESTIVAL
GREATER DES MOINES BOTANICAL GARDEN

Billie Ray Center, Ron Pearson Center,

MAY 23
Gladys Knight, Hoyt Sherman Place:

West Des Moines: Presentation of the

MAY 1

Robert D. Ray Pillar of Character Award

Downtown Farmers’ Market, Court

had No. 1 hits in pop, gospel, rhythm

(raycenter.wp.drake.edu/allstar).

Avenue: Opening day of vibrant outdoor

and blues, and adult contemporary, and

market that features vendors offering

has been acclaimed in film and

APRIL 17

produce, meat, eggs, cheese, artisan

television performances

YWRC Gala, Young Women’s

food items, baked goods, flowers/

(hoytsherman.org).

Resource Center, in-person and

plants and more. Runs through October

virtual options: Silent auction, raffle

(dsmpartnership.com/

and more (ywrc.org/events/gala).

desmoinesfarmersmarket).

Seven-time Grammy winner who has

JUNE 1-6
Principal Charity Classic, Wakonda
Club: Annual PGA Tour Champions

APRIL 26

MAY 1

event that benefits Iowa children’s

Live United Awards, United Way of

May Day fundraiser, Iowa Stage

charities (principalcharityclassic.com).

Central Iowa, Meadows Events Center,

Theatre Company, virtual: Featuring

Altoona: Luncheon recognizing

entertainment including improv

JUNE 10

individuals and organizations that

sketches and more (iowastage.org).

Admiral’s White Party, Easterseals

MAY 7-9

cocktail-style dining experience, and

Spring Garden Festival, Greater

silent auction (easterseals.com).

and volunteering (unitedwaydm.org).

Des Moines Botanical Garden: Pop-up
retail event featuring limited-edition

JUNE 1-12

plant sale with more than 500 varieties

Winefest Week, Winefest Des Moines,

(dmbotanicalgarden.com).

various locations: Variety of winerelated events, including classes,
dinners, and the Grand Tasting
(winefestdesmoines.com).
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PHOTOGRAPHER: KELLY NORRIS

Iowa: Gala with entertainment, a

improve lives through giving, advocating

LET US TAKE CARE OF
ALL YOUR NEEDS DURING
YOUR UPCOMING EVENT
IN DES MOINES!

Port of Des Moines is your one-stop event group that specializes in providing
up-scale catering, desserts, weddings, corporate events and all that comes in
between! Headquartered at The River Center in downtown Des Moines, Port of
Des Moines Event Group oversees six separate entities, including The River Center, Trellis Catering, Trellis Café, Doré Bakery, The Riverwalk HUB and Purveyor.
The year of 2020 has brought many changes, especially to the wedding industry. We have adapted with the changing wedding industry to ensure the safety
of our clients. Let us handle the catering for your micro-weddings, and enjoy a
discounted rate for your rescheduled, full-size reception in one of our spaces!
We are also offering pre-packaged dessert displays for the safety of wedding
guests. With the expansion of our largest event space, the River Center, we
have double the space to hold a socially-distanced wedding reception. Call
us at 515-330-1517 or email us at eventsales@portofdsm.com to set up a
private consultation today.

PO

RT OF

P

THE PURVEYOR: 505 E Grand Ave Suite 105, DSM (2 doors south of Raygun) | 515.280.1130

E

D

515-330-1517 | portofdsm.com | eventsales@rivercenterdsm.com

S

M
O

S

D

CONTACT US TODAY TO SET UP YOUR VIRTUAL OR ON-SITE CONSULTATION!
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JUNE 14

JULY 10

Great Futures Golf Tournament,

“Platee,” Des Moines Metro Opera,

Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Iowa,

Blank Performing Arts Center,

Des Moines Golf and Country Club,

Indianola: A fable involving an

West Des Moines: One of the metro’s

assortment of curious characters,

premier charitable golf tournaments,

including the titular character who is a

with fun hole contests, lunch and a tee

marsh-nymph. Additional

gift package (bgcci.org).

performances: July 18 and 23
(dmmo.org).

JUNE 24
MercyOne House of Mercy Game

JULY 16

Show Gala, MercyOne Des Moines

“Justin Favela: Central American,”

Foundation, Community Choice Credit

Des Moines Art Center: The Las Vegas

Union Convention Center: Spirited

artist’s works focus on iconography

game show-style fundraiser that

from art history and Latino and pop

includes cocktails and dinner

culture, created with layers of paper, a

(mercyone.org/desmoinesfoundation).

“FELLOW TRAVELERS”
DES MOINES METRO OPERA

JUNE 25-27

technique that recalls piñatas and party
decorations. Exhibit runs through Oct.
24 (desmoinesartcenter.org).

Des Moines Arts Festival, Western

JULY 2

Gateway Park downtown: Browse and

Yankee Doodle Pops, Des Moines

JULY 17

buy a variety of artworks—including

Symphony, Iowa State Capitol: Free

“Fellow Travelers,” Des Moines Metro

paintings, mixed-media pieces,

family-friendly concert features

Opera, Hoyt Sherman Place: Focuses

sculptures, hand-crafted jewelry and

patriotic music and concludes with

on the little-known “lavender scare” of

more—from some 180 of the nation’s

a fireworks display over the downtown

the 1950s, which resulted in mass

top artists at this juried show. The event

skyline (dmsymphony.org).

firings of gay people, and those

stages, a film festival and more

JULY 3

government (dmmo.org).

(desmoinesartsfestival.org).

“The Queen of Spades,” Des Moines

also includes entertainment on several

believed to be gay, from the U.S.

Metro Opera, Blank Performing Arts

AUGUST 20-29

JULY 2

Center, Indianola: Set in the late 18th

Restaurant Week, dsm magazine:

“Sweeney Todd: The Demon of Barber

century, this Russian ghost story by

Enjoy 10 days of feasting at dozens of

Street,” Des Moines Metro Opera,

Tchaikovsky explores obsession and

Greater Des Moines’ top restaurants,

Blank Performing Arts Center,

psychosis. Additional performances:

which will offer sensational meals and

Indianola: Stephen Sondheim’s musical

July 11, 13, 16, 24 (dmmo.org).

great deals (dsmrestaurantweek.com).

thriller explores the dangers of revenge
that, DMMO promises, “will leave

JULY 9

AUGUST 27

spines tingling long after its dramatic

Johnny Lang, Hoyt Sherman Place:

SCI’s Big Blast, Science Center of

conclusion.” Additional performances:

The Grammy Award-winning musician

Iowa: Entertainment, speakers and

July 4, 9, 17, 22, 25 (dmmo.org).

has built a reputation as one of his

activities plus a silent auction

generation’s best live performers and

supporting science education

guitarists (hoytsherman.org).

(sciowa.org/bigblast).

JULY 9-10
80/35, Western Gateway Park:
Concerts from national headliners,
regional up-and-comers, and local
favorites on several stages, plus other
activities (80-35.com).
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SEPTEMBER 7

NOVEMBER 19

Robin Trower, Hoyt Sherman Place:

Champagne and Chocolate, Greater

Legendary British blues-rock guitarist

Des Moines Botanical Garden: Kick off

known for his inspirational style of

the holiday season with champagne,

soloing (hoytsherman.org).

chocolate and hors d’oeuvres against

SEPTEMBER 17

annual holiday exhibition

Jazz Jewels and Jeans, Oakridge

(dmbotanicalgarden.com).

the backdrop of the Botanical Garden’s

Neighborhood, the Tea Room:
NOVEMBER 23

Featuring live jazz, food, drinks, denim
and bling to benefit Oakridge

Festival of Trees and Lights Gala,

Neighborhood services

UnityPoint Health-Des Moines
Foundation, Community Choice Credit

(oakridgeneighborhood.org).

Union Convention Center: Event
SEPTEMBER 17-19

supporting programs at Blank

World Food & Music Festival, Western

Children’s Hospital. The gala will be

Gateway Park: Communitywide
celebration of international cuisine, live
music, performing arts, cooking

followed by the Festival of Trees and
FESTIVAL OF TREES AND LIGHTS GALA
UNITYPOINT HEALTH-DES MOINES FOUNDATION

Lights Nov. 24-28, a public event
showcasing elaborately decorated

demonstrations, wine and craft beers

trees, entertainment and more

(dsmpartnership.com/

OCTOBER 20

(festivaloftrees.com).

worldfoodandmusicfestival).

Yefim Bronfman, Civic Music

SEPTEMBER 18
Cocktails and Cabaret, Iowa Stage
Theatre Company, location to be
determined: Fundraiser with musical

Association, Hoyt Sherman Place:
Internationally recognized and

NOVEMBER 26
Jolly Holiday Lights, Make-A-Wish

acclaimed pianist will perform

Iowa, Adventureland: Bundle up the

Beethoven and Chopin (civicmusic.org).

family and enjoy a 2.5-mile ride through
more than 100 magical light displays.

performances, cocktails, dinner, an

NOVEMBER 4

Continues through Dec. 30

auction and more (iowastage.org).

Sages Over 70, dsm magazine, virtual:

(jollyholidaylights.org).

OCTOBER 4
Celebrity Servers Night, Young
Women’s Resource Center, Centro
and Malo restaurants: Local celebrities
team up with professional servers to

Join us to honor this year’s Sages Over
70, individuals who have contributed to
the Greater Des Moines community in
countless ways (dsmmagazine.com).
NOVEMBER 6
RMH Gala, Ronald McDonald House

three-course dinner (ywrc.org).

Charities of Central Iowa, Meadows

LGBTQ Legacy Leaders Awards, dsm

Holly and Ivy, Salisbury House &
Gardens: Includes tours of decorated
private homes as well as the Salisbury

provide diners with an entertaining

OCTOBER 15

DECEMBER 3-4

Events Center, Altoona: Fundraiser
includes live music, dinner, program

House (salisburyhouse.org).
DECEMBER 7
Canadian Brass: Making Spirits Bright,
Civic Music Association, Franklin

and an auction (rmhdesmoines.org).

Auditorium: Brass quintet performs

achievements of Iowa’s LGBTQ

NOVEMBER 12

and fun (civicmusic.org).

community (dsmmagazine.com).

Georgia on My Mind: Celebrating the

magazine, virtual: Celebrating the civic

holiday favorites, often with spontaneity

Music of Ray Charles, Civic Music
Association, Hoyt Sherman Place:
All-star vocalists Take 6, Nnenna Freelo
and Clint Holmes perform the music of
the legendary artist (civicmusic.org).
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Did You Know...

Now that’s a bacon cheeseburger.

THERE IS A
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
IN EACH COUNTY IN IOWA?

To find your local community
foundation or learn more about
Endow Iowa Tax Credits, please visit
our website or contact us:

www.IowaCommunityFoundations.org
info@iowacounciloffoundations.org
(515) 989-1188

Des Moines • Ames • Ankeny • Altoona •
Urbandale • West Des Moines • Waukee

In partnership with the Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs

Subscribe today!
iapublication.com/newletters

A NEW TWICE-MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
From river to river, Iowa is stunningly beautiful,
unexpectedly cool, and refreshingly modern.
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STAY TUNED

“Exit Strategy,” Iowa Stage Theatre
Company, streaming May: Chronicles

As of press time in mid-November, the

the story of how teachers battle to save

following events and performances

a crumbling Chicago public school on

were planned for 2021; however,

the brink of closure (iowastage.org).

specific dates and other details were
still being determined.

Women Helping Women, Des Moines
Pastoral Counseling Center: Annual

“Triple Bill,” Ballet Des Moines, airing

luncheon supports mental health

on Iowa PBS: Program features three

counseling, education, training and

works, including a world premiere by

other services that affect women,

choreographer Ryan Nye; excerpts from

children and families who are

“Don Quixote” and other classical

underinsured or from low-income

pieces; and “Andante Con Moto”

households (dmpcc.org/whw).

alongside the Roseman String Quartet
(balletdesmoines.org).

Gala Celebration, One Iowa:
Celebrating marriage equality in Iowa

“Triple Bill,” Ballet Des Moines, airing

and recognizing work from the past

on Iowa PBS: Program includes “Fly

year (oneiowa.org).

Me to the Moon,” a collaboration with
“TRIPLE BILL”
BALLET DES MOINES

Sinatra; “In Formation” by guest

Smoke Out Hunger, Food Bank of
Iowa: Featuring barbecue and craft
beers, plus family-friendly activities

choreographer Ma Cong; and “Padam
Padam,” with choreography by Serkan

Bowl for Kids’ Sake, Big Brothers Big

Usta (balletdesmoines.org).

Sisters of Central Iowa, multiple
bowling centers: Event will allow for

(foodbankiowa.org).
Tango Gala, Children and Families

social distancing by having bowling

of Iowa: With hors d’oeuvres, live music,

Company, streaming February: Tells

teams in every other lane and by

and live and silent auction items

the story of Jen, whose request for a

offering more sessions with smaller

(cfiowa.org).

wedding cake is refused because she’s

groups. Expected to take place in April

marrying a woman (iowastage.org).

(bbbsia.org).

“The Cake,” Iowa Stage Theatre

“The Agitators,” Iowa Stage Theatre
Company, streaming March: Explores

Variety Black Tie, Variety—the
Children’s Charity: Fundraising gala

Celebration Luncheon, Community

with social hour, dinner and dancing

Foundation of Greater Des Moines:

(varietyiowa.com).

the enduring yet tempestuous

Event celebrates charitable giving in the

friendship of groundbreakers Frederick

community (desmoinesfoundation.org).

YESS Duck Derby, Youth Emergency

Central Iowa Heroes of the Heartland,

entertainment including live

American Red Cross, virtual: Event

performances, activity booths,

Douglass and Susan B. Anthony
(iowastage.org).

Services & Shelter: Free family-friendly

Heart Ball, American Heart

honoring community leaders who have

inflatables, games and other outdoor

Association: Includes cocktail

made a difference in the lives of others

activities (duckrace.com/desmoines).

reception, silent auction, dinner and live

(redcross.org/local/iowa).

music (heart.org).
Couture for a Cause, Children’s

Art Center: Cocktails, dinner and

Cancer Connection: Includes brunch

dancing to raise money for outreach,

and a fashion show spotlighting

education and free admission programs

children and their families who are

(desmoinesartcenter.org).

facing childhood cancer
(childrenscancerconnection.org).
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Annual Art Center Gala, Des Moines

■

PHOTOGRAPHER: JAMI MILNE

Max Wellman and the Des Moines Big
Band featuring the music of Frank

FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS
CATERING NEEDS
Power breakfasts
from boxes to buffets

MAHARRY PHOTOGRAPHY

Fresh-forward lunches
keep you focused and energetic
Effective p.m. gatherings
cocktail receptions that work

CUSTOMIZE YOUR EVENT,
LARGE OR INTIMATE,
IN ARCHITECTURALLY STUNNING SPACES

CYD’S CATERING
515-208-2091

www.cateringbycyd.com | cateringbycyd.online

2,000 SQUARE FOOT LOBBY | 220 SEAT THEATER
OPEN AIR COURTYARD | CAFÉ WITH A VIEW
CONTACT RENTALS@DESMOINESARTCENTER.ORG
4700 GRAND AVENUE

|

DES MOINES, IOWA 50312

|

515.271.0301

dsm

CULTURECAST

Tune In
Check out dsm’s CultureCast podcasts and
videos for lively coverage of local artists,
restaurants and cultural organizations. Find the
podcast on your favorite platform or at

dsmmagazine.com/culturecast
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GIVING CITY

L

inda Koehn dialed into
classical music as a fourth
grader, sitting in Mrs.

Symphony, both as hardworking

Bullington’s class at Monroe

volunteers who made it run and as top-

Elementary School. At that

time Des Moines Public School

students regularly attended

STRIKING A CHORD
CHARITABLE
GIVING AND
VOLUNTEERISM
WORK IN PERFECT
HARMONY FOR
LINDA AND TOM
KOEHN, BOTH
ADVOCATES FOR
THE DES MOINES
SYMPHONY.

tier financial backers who have helped
pay for it all.
Tom, who is a retired CEO of

performances of the Des Moines

construction contractor Waldinger Corp.,

Symphony, and Mrs. Bullington wanted

served both as treasurer and board

to make sure they knew what they were

member of the Symphony from 1989 to

getting into when they trekked to the

1995. In the treasury role, he says he saw

now long-gone KRNT Theater for a

where money was coming from, where it

concert. So she would tutor them on

was going, and how much was needed.

the music, composer and program.
“Our teacher coached us well,”

“That was a good education for me
on the business side” of the Symphony,

Linda recalls. “The pieces usually had

Tom says. “It’s a complex, multifaceted

stories to accompany them, and we

organization.”

knew the stories and the music: Rimsky-

Having someone keep an eye on

Korsakov’s ‘Scheherazade;’ the Italian

the money proved invaluable to Joseph

song, ‘Finiculi, Finicula,’ that Andrea

Giunta, the Des Moines Symphony’s

Bocelli famously sings; and of course,

music director. Tom, who met Giunta

the ‘William Tell Overture’ by Rossini.”

when the conductor first arrived in

Koehn took piano and clarinet

Des Moines in 1989, advised the

lessons. She also was a singer and was

maestro “what we could do, what we

part of Iowa All-State Chorus. “Music

could afford,” Giunta says. “The advice

was just a part of my life,” she says.

he gave us was priceless.”

In his school days, Tom Koehn

WRITER: STEVE DINNEN

wasn’t quite as keen on music as Linda,

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

but he did manage to play an instrument.
“Tom remembers carrying his

Linda worked just as hard, as a
member and later as chair of the
Symphony’s Women’s Guild. This longserving volunteer group sold tickets,

trumpet to and from school on the

attended concerts and served as

handlebars of his bike,” Linda says.

goodwill ambassadors for the Symphony.

“Although his sister remembers [him]
practicing in the living room, she did
not remark on the quality of the sound.”
When the couple started dating,

“They were the backbone of the
organization,” says Giunta of the Guild
members. The Women’s Guild and its
successor, the Des Moines Symphony

Linda says a litmus test for whether he

Orchestra Alliance, were active from

would make a good match was how well

1953 to 2002.

he accepted classical music on a date to
a symphony performance. Tom passed
the test, and soon enough they married.
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In short order, the Koehns found
themselves linked to the Des Moines

The Guild and other supporters of
the Symphony also managed
Continues on page 130

“AFTER NINE OR
10 MONTHS WE GOT
TO $10-PLUS MILLION.
THE SUCCESS
OF THAT WOULD NOT
HAVE HAPPENED
WITHOUT LINDA AND
TOM’S HELP.”
JOSEPH GIUNTA
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Continued from page 128
fundraising efforts, and this is where
the Koehns’ generosity shone. A major
fundraiser began in 2012, to mark the
75th anniversary of the Symphony. The
initial goal was $4.5 million but that was
quickly upped: “We thought $7.5 million

EXPERTS
IN TOTAL JOINT REPLACEMENT
Theron Jameson, DO | Scott Neﬀ, DO
Sreedhar Somisetty, MD

sounded interesting” as a goal, pairing
the dollar amount with the years, Giunta
says. “After nine or 10 months we got to
$10-plus million. The success of that
would not have happened without Linda
and Tom’s help.”
A key component of that drive was
the establishment of the Linda and Tom
Koehn Endowed Chair of the music
director—Giunta’s job. Also, the
Symphony’s size grew, and the
organization expanded its programs.

1801 Hickman Road, Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 282-8844 • www.broadlawns.org

In 2018 the Symphony sought
financial support for a series of
summertime concerts at the new
amphitheater at Water Works Park. Once
again the Koehns stepped up. They not
only donated funds to the Water Works
Foundation, which built the
amphitheater, but they also committed
to fund the first five years of free

HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM VOGUE VISION

concerts there. Giunta says he believes
that series eventually will be as popular
a draw as the long-running Yankee
Doodle Pops concert that celebrates
the Fourth of July.
The pandemic forced cancellation
of this year’s Water Works program
(and the fundraising effort is paused).
But the Koehns remain committed to
the program, and used the reason
behind cancellation to remind
themselves, and the Des Moines
community, that when lives are
upended it’s important for those who
can to broaden their charitable efforts.
“We realize there is more to the
community than the arts, especially
with the pandemic,” Tom says. “There
are huge mental health challenges.”
He ticks off a list of agencies, such
as United Way of Central Iowa, the

Owners,Vogue Vision
Isak Sivi, Rachel Sivi

Des Moines Area Religious Council, and
the Des Moines Pastoral Counseling
Center, that are all pitching in to meet
the needs of the community. As Linda

www.voguevision.com
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says: “If you want to be in a community,
you really should support it.”

■

Business Publications Corporation would like to thank all Iowa Stops Hunger sponsors and
Corporate Challenge participants throughout Iowa. Together, we are working toward:
•

Creating ongoing awareness of hunger/food insecurity in Iowa.

•

Educating Iowans about hunger/food insecurity and related organizations and resources.

•

Inspiring and equipping businesses and individuals to take action to stop hunger in Iowa.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: www.iowastopshunger.com
PRESENTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSOR

pr teus

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL AT WORK

SUSTAINING SPONSOR
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RSVP

Jonathan Brendemuehl, Dylan Lampe, Kate Willer

Noce

JAZZ, JEWELS & JEANS:
AN EVENING AT NOCE
Organization: Oakridge Neighborhood
Date: Sept. 11, 2020
Venue: Noce, livestreamed via YouTube and Facebook.
Highlights: The Max Wellman Trio performed, and “Bubba Bites” from Bubba
Southern Comforts were available for preorder to enjoy during the show.
Emmett Phillips served as the emcee, and Loretta Sieman and Kyrie Wong
were co-chairs.
Bottom Line: $100,000 raised.
Emmett Phillips, Chiarra Quaites

Lisa Grefe
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Kyrie Wong

Abby Gillard

Dana Brown

JUST PRESS PLAY.

2020 is now behind us.
This year, let’s put hunger
in the rearview.
Invest funds, food or time:
dmarcunited.org

Visit the Des Moines Symphony
from the comfort of your living room.

DMSO
@HOME

Go online to find livestreamed
performances, videos from
our musicians, and much more.

dmsymphony.org

TO GROW UP HEALTHY,

CHILDREN NEED:
SAFE, STABLE
ENVIRONMENTS

NURTURING
RELATIONSHIPS

SUPPORTIVE
COMMUNITIES

THANK YOU

to our partners
for fostering these
opportunities for
our kids.
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CELEBRITY SERVERS NIGHT
Organization: Young Women’s Resource Center
Date: Oct. 5, 2020
Venue: Virtual via Zoom
Main Attraction: Local celebrities hosted guests for an
evening in support of local girls and young women
through a three-course meal pickup from Centro,
Django and Malo restaurants, followed by an online
celebration. The event included an online performance
by the Brazilian 2wins. Diane Rasmussen and Frank
Vaia served as co-chairs.
Bottom line: $33,000 raised.
Frank Vaia, Diane Rasmussen

Jessica Kincaid, Klarque Denman

Rachel Stauffer, Barb Scholz

Vana B, Sarah Myren, Irma Tello, Tyona Diamond
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Wagner and Walter Caldas of the Brazilian 2wins

Liz Lidgett
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Amelia Grubb

ASSEMBLÉ
Organizations: Winefest Des Moines and Ballet Des Moines
Date: Oct. 6, 2020
Venue: Virtual via Zoom
Main Attraction: Guests enjoyed a three-course meal from Table 128 and a
rehearsal by Ballet Des Moines via Zoom. The event also included a wine
discussion and presentation. A small number of people viewed the ballet
performance in person from the balcony of the dance studio.
Photographer: Jami Milne

Blaire Massa
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LIFE INTERRUPTED
BY COVID-19

FALL 2020

PARENTING
IN A PANDEMIC

EFFECTIVE EMPLOYER/
EMPLOYEE TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES TO
NAVIGATE THE PANDEMIC

THANK YOU

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND
INCLUSION: DIVERSITY
RELATIONSHIP GOALS

Our Lifting the Veil: Life Interrupted by COVID-19
mental health discussions were powerful and
captivating. We touched on various groups — including
youth, parents, employers and diversity — heavily
affected by the pandemic. If you attended one or all of
our discussions, thank you. Thank you for furthering
the discussion about mental health, particularly during
these times, with uncertainty and disruption affecting
so many people. A special thank you to our sponsors
for supporting the series and helping us deliver this
valuable content at this heightened time of need.

PRESENTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTING
SPONSOR

SUSTAINING SPONSORS
Employee & Family Resources
Make It OK
Mid-Iowa Health Foundation
NCMIC
Des Moines Pastoral Counseling Center

138
UNTIL
NEXT TIME

SAMMY
MILA

KARLA
WALSH
JOEY
PATINO
DEIDRE
DeJEAR

CHRISTOPHER
DIEBEL

TEREE
CALDWELLJOHNSON

TOM
TRIPLETT

NAURA
GODAR

CHEF
ROB
URZAL
CAREY
WIMER
KELSEY
SUTTER
JON
DOIDGE

MARY
DOIDGE

DSM MAGAZINE
NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER
ISSUE
UNVEILING

Bubba opened its kitchen to produce a three-course takeout meal for
the Oct. 28 unveiling of our November/December issue. Sponsored by
the Iowa Pork Producers Association, the meal—and accompanying
virtual event—highlighted the restaurant’s Southern comfort foods
with pork as the key ingredient. Hosted by dsm contributors Deidre
DeJear and Karla Walsh, the virtual show featured cooking
demonstrations on the dishes, including a fall salad, grilled pork
chop, and bread pudding. Food stylist Sammy Mila showed how to
plate up the to-go dinner. Guests also had a chance to be
photographed at Bubba before heading home with their goodie bags.
To see the event—and specific cooking videos—visit
dsmmagazine.com/novemberdinnerparty.
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Travel
with Your
Tastebuds

Lately, family dinner has taken on a whole new meaning.
We’re spending more time at home and in the kitchen,
and more time at the table. That means we are trying
new things, that come from places we’ve never been,
places we’d like to go. Pork makes it possible. There are
thousands of delicious pork dishes from across the world.
With pork, we can travel to a destination that satisfies
every craving.

pork.org/realpork
#RealPork | #PorkPassport
© 2020-21 National Pork Board, Des Moines, Iowa USA.
This message funded by America’s Pork Checkoff Program.

Cochinita
Pibil

It’s one thing for a bank to say it’s committed to
making a difference. Bankers Trust actually does it by

THE

encouraging employees to give back in the areas they’re

SAYING
DOING

through sports, and it’s why I cofounded the Des Moines

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

and

most passionate. For me, that’s impacting children’s lives
Venom Youth Football Club four years ago. The skills and
values children learn through football – like dedication,
strength, camaraderie and good character – are essential
in the classroom, and the workplace too. It’s rewarding
to help our next generation of leaders succeed, and I’m
proud to work for a company that empowers me to get
involved in this way.
– Wayne Middleton, VP and Manager — Project Management

BANKING | LENDING | WEALTH MANAGEMENT

BankersTrust.com
(515) 245-2863

